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3
1. Introduction

Generally pronouns can be interpreted either as bound-variables or as referential
expressions referring to some individual that has previously been specified in discourse (e.g.
the deictic reading)1. However, in a variety of environments bound-variable interpretations of
pronouns are blocked, for example when the canonical binding principles apply, or in the socalled Weak Crossover sentences in (1). Sentence (1a), for instance, can only have the deictic
interpretation where a certain mother tickled all of the boys, some of which were not her sons.
The reading where each boy was tickled by his own mother, i.e. the bound-variable reading, is
blocked.

(1)

a.

*/?? Hisi mother tickled [each boy]i.

b.

*/?? Whoi does hisi mother tickle ti?

In both (1a) and (1b) the operator raises past (i.e. “crosses over”) the pronoun, and then binds
it from an Ā-position. In (1b) the wh-operator overtly raises to Spec, CP. In (1a) the operator
undergoes Quantifier Raising (QR) at LF (see (2) for the LF representation of this sentence)2.

(2)

a.

PF:

*/?? Hisi mother tickled [each boy]i.

b.

LF

[[each boy]i. hisi mother tickled ti]

However, the superficially similar sentences in (3) and (4) do allow bound-variable
readings. In fact, the sentences in (3) can have those bound-variable readings that are blocked
for the sentences in (1), as well as the deictic readings. Similarly, (4a) can have the
interpretation where every boy tickles his own mother, as well as the deictic interpretation in
which a certain mother is tickled by all the boys.

(3)

1

a.

Every boyi’s mother tickled himi

b.

Whosei mother tickled himi?

An operator α binds a variable β iff β is within the scope of the operator α. Scope is definable in terms of ccommand domains (e.g. May 1977).
2
Quantifier Raising is the (obligatory) movement of a quantifier to an adjoined position at the Logical Form
(LF) level of syntactic representation to create licit operator-variable pairs (see May 1977, among others)
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(4)

a.

Every boyi tickles hisi mother.

b.

Whoi ti tickles hisi mother?

The restriction on variable binding in Weak Crossover sentences is perceived to be
relatively mild as compared to the so-called Strong Crossover sentences (SCO) in (5).

(5)

a.

*Whoi does hei like ti?

b.

*Hei likes each boyi.

The only structural difference between the two types of crossover is the depth of embedding
of the pronoun. In SCO sentences the pronoun c-commands the operator trace. In WCO
constructions the pronoun is embedded in a complex NP, and thus does not c-command the
operator trace. SCO can in principle be reduced to canonical Binding Theory. Traces of Āmovement are considered r-expressions with respect to Binding Theory (e.g. Chomksy 1981).
In SCO-sentences the pronoun binds the operator trace, which violates principle C and thus
blocks a bound-variable interpretation of the sentence3. However, in WCO sentences there is
no c-command relation between the embedded pronoun and the operator trace, which implies
that WCO cannot be reduced to Binding Theory.
Many researchers have attempted to explain WCO by deriving it from general
constraints. However, as of yet there is no consensus about which approach is most adequate.
This is where acquisition research may play a crucial role, since it can test predictions about
L1-acquisition derived from those theories, and thus help decide between competing accounts.
This thesis investigates the acquisition of the Weak Crossover Constraint by Dutch
pre-school children. To this end, two experiments are conducted. The first experiment tests
whether improved felicity of the test statement affects children’s judgements. The underlying
assumption here is that children have innate knowledge of the WCO constraint and they, in
principle, have access to this knowledge. However, pragmatic factors prevent the child from
displaying this innate knowledge. Furthermore, the first experiment also tests a prediction
derived from one of the scope-based theories to WCO, namely that children should be
sensitive to an adult contrast between Weak Crossover sentences and sentences in which the
quantifier is able to exceptionally bind a pronoun. The second experiment is a follow-up study
which tests the effects of two potentially confounding factors, i.e. whether the quantifier

3

Principle C of Binding Theory states that an R-expression needs to be A-free.
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children are presented with influences their judgements, and whether children’s judgements
are significantly affected by the precedence relations obtaining between the pronoun and the
quantifier.
In the next section different theoretical approaches to WCO will be reviewed. After
that, the properties of Dutch and English universal quantifiers will be examined, followed by
a review of some of the previous research on the acquisition of WCO. Finally, two
experiments testing children’s knowledge of WCO will be discussed in detail.
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1.1. Review of the Theoretical Literature

1.1.1 Binding-Theoretic Approaches

One possible way of explaining Weak Crossover is to reduce it to restrictions on
binding relations. Koopman and Sportiche (1982), for instance, explain the unacceptability of
the bound-variable interpretations of Weak Crossover sentences through a principle that
restricts variable binding, i.e. the Bijection Principle (see (6)).

(6)

The Bijection Principle
There is a Bijective Correspondence between variables and Ā-positions
(146).

The Bijection Principle prohibits an operator in an Ā-position from binding more than a single
variable. Koopman and Sportiche define a variable as follows:

(7)

α is a variable if and only if it is locally Ā-bound.

In the WCO-sentences in (8) the pronoun is locally Ā-bound at LF by the raised constituent
[every boy]. Following the definition in (7), the pronoun thus counts as a variable. The trace
of the operator is also a variable, because it is also locally Ā-bound by the raised operator.
Since the Bijection Principle prohibits an operator from binding both variables, one variable is
left unbound, and a bound-variable interpretation of the sentence is blocked.

(8)

a.

??/*His mother tickled each boy.

b.

??/* LF: [[every boy] [his mother kissed t]]

The Bijection Principle correctly rules out the blocked reading of (8a). At the same
time it correctly allows bound-variable interpretations of the sentences in (2) and (3), repeated
here in (9), as in none of these sentences the pronoun is Ā-bound by the operator.
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(9)

a.

Every boyi’s mother tickles himi

b.

Whosei mother tickles himi?

c.

Every boyi tickles hisi mother.

d.

Whoi ti tickles hisi mother?

In the sentences in (9c-d) the pronoun is locally A-bound by the trace of the operator (or
before LF by the operator in its A-position). Following Chomsky’s definition in (7) the
pronoun in (9c-d) is not a variable. This implies that the operator only has to bind a single
variable (e.g. the trace), which the Bijection Principle allows. In (9a-b) the pronoun in not Ābound by the operator, and thus the Bijection Principle does not rule out variable binding.
However, Koopman and Sportiche cannot explain how the quantifier embedded in the
complex NP binds the pronoun, as there is no c-command relation between the two.
Following Ruys (1992) sentences like (9a) and (9b) will be referred to as “transitivity-cases”.
To account for them, it appears to be necessary to assume that it is the full constituent
containing the operator that is able to bind the pronoun. That is, in some way the larger
constituent needs to inherit the index of the operator (see Safir (1984) for precisely this
suggestion).
Though the Bijection Principle makes the correct predictions with regard to WCO, it
has been challenged on empirical and theoretical grounds. First, note that the Bijection
Principle is relatively construction-specific. It is only able to explain a small subset of cases,
e.g. WCO, and gap-constructions like (10).

(10)

*Whoi did you give a picture of ei to ei?
Second, it is unclear why grammar would have a restriction against multiple variable

binding. In fact, the Bijection principle is at odds with the widely assumed principle of
unselective binding, in which an operator is able to bind all free variables in its scope (see, for
instance, Heim 1982).
Third, the Bijection principle faces some serious empirical problems, as there are
many sentences which have a grammatical interpretation in which an operator is seen to bind
multiple variables. Consider, for instance, the Across-the-Board (ATB) movement case in
(11a) and the long-distance wh-question in (11b). In both sentences the operator needs to bind
multiple traces, and the Bijection principle incorrectly predicts these sentences to be
unacceptable.
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(11)

a.

Whoi did John hate ti and Pete love ti?

b.

Whoi do you think ti Pete will meet ti?

Safir (1984) proposed an account in which some of the empirical problems of the
Bijection principle are remedied. In particular, Safir hypothesized that an operator can bind
multiple variables, but only when they are of the same type. The motivation for this
hypothesis comes from the observation that the presence of resumptive pronouns obviates
WCO-like effects. As an illustration, consider the sentences in (12). In (12a) the operator
binds a trace and a pronominal variable, and here a bound-variable interpretation is blocked.
In (12b) the wh-trace is replaced by a resumptive pronoun, and a bound-variable
interpretation of this sentence is acceptable.

(12)

a.

* Do you remember that guy whoi everyone who knew ti hated hisi attitude.

b.

Do you remember that guy whoi everyone who knew himi hated hisi attitude.

The contrast in (12) suggests that the presence of only variables of a certain type renders the
bound-variable interpretation acceptable. This was formulated in the Parallelism Constraint on
Operator Binding.

(13)

The Parallelism Constraint on Operator Binding (PCOB)
If O is an operator and x is a variable bound by O, then for any y, y a variable bound
by O, x and y are [αlexical] (607)

Since in a WCO sentence the operator needs to bind both a trace and a pronominal variable,
the bound-variable reading is ruled out.
Unlike the Bijection Principle, the PCOB correctly predicts the sentences in (11) to be
unacceptable. In both sentences all variables are traces of Ā-movement, and thus the PCOB
allows the operator to bind all of them. However, the Parallelism Constraint does make
incorrect predictions in some cases, as there do appear to be sentences in which an operator
needs to bind variables that are of different types. In (14a), for example, the QP each boy
undergoes QR at LF and then binds both its trace and the pronoun in the second conjunct. The
PCOB incorrectly predicts this sentence to be ill-formed. The same applies to the PRO-gate
example in (14c), where the wh-operator binds its trace, as well as at least one pronominal
variable.
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(14)

a.

John saw each boy and Mary kissed him.

b. LF: [[each boy]i John saw ti and Mary kissed himi.]
c.

Whoi did [PROi lying to hisi mother] disturb ti.

In sum, both the Bijection Principle and the Parallelism constraint predict illformedness in sentences in which a pronoun is locally Ā-bound by an operator which also
binds its own trace. They correctly rule out the blocked reading of WCO sentences. However,
both accounts also face empirical (and theoretical) problems.
Reinhart (1983) proposed a theory in which the crucial factor is not illicit Ā-binding of
the pronoun, but rather a lack of A-binding. According to Reinhart, a pronoun needs to be ccommanded by a co-indexed quantifier phrase in an A-position in order for it to be
interpretable as a bound-variable4. This account correctly explains the unacceptability of the
bound-variable reading of WCO sentences, since in WCO sentences the pronoun is not Abound. It also correctly explains the acceptability of the bound-variable interpretation of
sentences (9c-d), as in these cases the pronoun is A-bound by the operator trace.
Unfortunately, Reinhart (1983) needs to make extra assumptions to account for the
transitivity cases in (9a-b), as here the pronouns are not A-bound by the QPs. Reinhart
proposes the principle in (15) to account for these cases. However, note that if the specifier of
the subject in a transitivity case is able to bind the object pronoun, the pronoun in a WCO
sentence should also be able to bind the operator trace, which in effect reduces Weak
Crossover to principle C of Binding Theory5.

(15)

B is bound by A only
if A c-commands B
or A is in the specifier of C and C c-commands B.

According to Safir (2004) it is not the requirement that a pronoun be c-commanded
from an A-position that blocks bound-variable readings in WCO-sentence. Rather the main
idea behind Safir (2004)’s approach is that “crossover effects arise from the inability of

4

A question is why bound-variable interpretations of pronouns are only possible when the pronoun is bound by
an argument. What is so special about A-binding?
5
Ruys (2000) notes that: “Binding-Theoretic treatments of WCO need to invoke some extension of the notion of
co indexing to capture the transitivity effect. But such attempts to incorporate the notion into Binding Theory are
self-defeating, as they must be accompanied by a corresponding revision to exempt the usual binding conditions
from transitivity” (Ruys 2000, 518)
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pronouns to have bound readings when they c-command the variables of quantifiers they
depend on” (70).
To account for Crossover, Safir formulated the Independence Principle, which is
defined in (16) below.

(16)

The Independence Principle (INP)
If x depends on y, then x cannot c-command y.

A bound-variable interpretation can only be obtained if there is a relation of dependence.
However, a pronoun cannot be dependent on an element it c-commands.
The INP straightforwardly explains Strong Crossover Cases. In order to be interpreted
as a bound-variable, the pronoun needs to be dependent on the operator that is base-generated
in object position. The operator itself raises to a higher position, either through QR or through
wh-movement, but it leaves a copy6. The pronoun is dependent on this copy, but it also ccommands it. This is ruled out by the INP, and a bound-variable interpretation is blocked.
Safir (2004) accounts for WCO by defining a relation of dependence between the
embedded pronoun, the constituent it is contained in, and the variable, see (17)7.

(17)

If α depends on β, then any nominal node γ that dominates α but does not dominate β
also depends on β.

Since in a WCO case the complex NP in which the pronoun is contained c-commands the
copy of the operator, the INP blocks the bound-variable reading.
Safir (2004) correctly predicts the acceptability of the bound-variable interpretation in
the sentences in (9), since in none of those sentences the pronoun c-commands an element it is
referentially dependent on. However, this account still cannot explain how in transitivity cases

6

According to Safir (2004) a deleted copy of an operator is replaced by a q-variable. A pronoun is dependent on
a quantifier if it is dependent on the q-variable of that quantifier, which Safir calls the Quantifier Dependency
Condition.
7
Approaches that propose a unified account of SCO and WCO are faced with the problem of explaining why
the restriction on pronoun-binding is more severe in SCO sentences than in WCO sentences. Most bindingtheoretic approaches assume that SCO sentences are worse, because in SCO sentences a restriction on variable
binding is combined with a violation of one of the binding principles (e.g. principle C). However, Safir (2004)
accounts for both Principle C violations, and the Crossover Constraints with the Principle of Independence
(INP). In effect Safir (2004) thus reduces Crossover and Principle C to the same underlying principle. This,
however, implies that another explanation is needed to account for the contrast between WCO and SCO
sentences.
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the dependence relation between the embedded quantifier and the pronoun is formed without
resorting to some operation which changes the indices of the constituent containing the QP8.
In sum, there are a variety of Binding-Theoretic approaches to WCO. Certain
approaches propose restrictions on variable-binding (e.g. Koopman and Sportiche 1982, and
Safir 1984). Other approaches put forward conditions under which variable-binding is
licensed (e.g. Reinhart 1983). However, most approaches have to make extra assumptions to
account to transitivity cases in which a bound-variable reading is acceptable, or about the
relation between the embedded pronoun and the operator trace in WCO sentences.

1.1.2 Scope-Based Approaches

While some researchers attempt to reduce Weak Crossover to formal conditions on
binding (see the previous section), other researchers have taken the relation between scope
and variable binding as their starting point. Pica and Snyder (1995) propose an account which
is based on a correlation between the acceptability of “dispreferred” scope-readings and the
degree to which a bound-variable interpretation of Weak Crossover sentences is allowed.
They hypothesize that WCO-effects reflect the difficulty in obtaining a bound-variable
interpretation, just as preferred and dispreferred scope readings reflect the ease with which
one quantifier can scope over another. Consider the following examples:

(18)

Double object datives
a.

*John gave someone everything (Wide Scope on everything)

b.

*John gave itsi owner every paychecki.

c.

*Whati did John give itsi owner ti.?

In (18a) the quantifier everything cannot scope over the direct object someone, and in the
structurally similar WCO-sentences in (18b) and (18c) variable binding is disallowed9.

(19)

8

Monotransitives
a.

?? Someone likes everyone (Wide Scope on everyone)

b.

??Hisi mother likes everyonei.

Safir (2004) assumes that this operation is “an algorithm manipulating the indices of pied-piped constituents”
(92), called the Q-Chain convention (see Safir 1996 for more elaboration).
9
The restriction against wide scope of the object over the indirect object in (18a) has often be referred to as the
frozen scope phenomenon (for possible accounts see Bruening (2001) and Nakanishi (2001))
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c.

??Whoi does hisi mother like ti ?

Wide scope of the direct object over the subject is strongly dispreferred in (19a), but not
completely disallowed. Similarly, in the weak crossover sentences in (19b) and (19c) variable
binding is relatively unacceptable, though not impossible.

(20)

Put-Locatives
a.

Mary put something on every box

(Wide Scope on every box)

b.

? Mary put itsi label on every boxi.

c.

? On what boxi did Mary put its label ti ?

Finally, in the put-locative in (20a) widest scope of the quantifier contained in the PP is
perfectly acceptable, and the structurally similar WCO-cases are only marginally
unacceptable. The above examples thus suggest a strong link between the accessibility of
dispreferred scope readings and the acceptability of bound-variable interpretations in
structurally similar WCO constructions.
Pica and Snyder explain this correlation in an AgrP system of Case Checking in which
arguments covertly raise to the specifier of certain Agreement-projections to get their casefeatures checked. According to Pica and Snyder, this movement operation is sufficient to
derive the different scope relations10. The basic assumptions behind Pica and Snyder’s
approach are (i) that the preferred scope position of an NP is the position in which its case
features are checked, and (ii) that it is only marginally possible to interpret an NP in its thetaposition. As an illustration, consider sentence (19a), whose different scope possibilities are
presented in (21) below.

(21)

a.

Someone likes everyone

b

Preferred: [AgrSP someonei [AgrOP everyonej [ ti likes tj]] (Wide scope someone)

c.

Dispreferred: [AgrOP everyonej [vP someone likes tj]] (Wide scope everyone)

d.

Dispreferred: [AgrOP everyonej [vP hisj mother likes tj]]

According to Pica and Snyder, the preferred derivation is the one in which both QPs
take scope in their respective case-positions; e.g. someone checks its case features in AgrS
10

In this system the covert movement operation of Quantifier Raising is superfluous, at least insofar as it
functions as a mechanism for deriving inverse scope readings.
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and everyone in AgrO, which is represented in (21b). In this configuration someone scopes
over everyone. There are also less optimal representations in which one, or both of the QPs
take scope in their dispreferred scope position, i.e. the position in which they are assigned a
theta-role. However, only when the subject takes scope it its theta-position while the object
takes scope in its case position, can the object scope over the subject, as in (21c).
Consequently, this is the only configuration in which the direct object can bind a pronoun
contained in the subject (21d), but it is strongly dispreferred and, according to Pica and
Snyder, not fully grammatical.
To account for the full range of scope relations, Pica and Snyder need to make some
extra assumptions about the scope of wh-elements and the position in which argument PPs
check their case-features. First of all, Pica and Snyder propose that a wh-element consists of
two parts: a wh-feature and an existential component. The existential component determines
the scope of the wh-element, and the conditions affecting this component are the same as
those affecting “normal” QPs. Second, Pica and Snyder assume that argument PPs check their
case in “a checking position intermediate between T° and VP” (34).
Pica and Snyder effectively reduce WCO to scope. However, it is unclear whether the
proposed explanation holds. Pica and Snyder’s account is crucially related to the AgrP system
of Case checking, which in some Minimalist theories has been replaced by an Agree-based
approach. At the same time, Pica and Snyder need to make some assumptions which are not
uncontroversial, relating, for instance, to the position in which argument PPs check their case.
Furthermore, Pica and Snyder cannot explain why it would be preferred for an element to take
scope in its case position, while it is only marginally possible to interpret that same element in
its theta-position. There does not appear to be any reason to assume these degrees of
acceptability, except on theory internal grounds.
In Ruys’ (2000) account variable-binding can only take place when an operator is
licensed to take scope over a variable. This is regulated by the principle in (22). WCO can
occur “whenever an operator must take scope over a pronoun, even when the pronoun and the
operator are not co-indexed” (513).

(22)

Scope Licensing Principle (SLP)
A is syntactically licensed to take scope over B iff
a. A c-commands B, B an operator
b. A c-commands B from an A-position
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The first clause of the SLP is required to explain inverse scope in sentences such as (23a):

(23)

a.

Someone loves everyone.

b.

[[everyone] someone loves]

After QR, the direct object c-commands the subject from an Ā-position (23b). Since the QP in
subject position is an operator, the direct object can scope over it.
The second clause of the SLP states that an operator can only scope over a nonoperator if it c-commands the latter from an argument position, which captures Reinhart
(1983)’s licensing condition on variable binding. In a WCO sentence the pronoun is not ccommanded from an argument position. Hence the operator can neither scope over it, nor bind
it. When a pronoun is c-commanded from an A-position, variable-binding is allowed, see (24
c-d).
To account for the transitivity cases in (24a-b), however, Ruys needs to make some
additional assumptions11. In particular, Ruys assumes that the constituent containing the
operator takes scope over the pronoun, since it c-commands the pronoun from an A-position
(e.g. clause (b) of the SLP). After QR (or wh-movement) the operator scopes over the
constituent from which it was extracted12. Under the assumption that scope is transitive, the
operator can now take scope over the pronoun, and bind it.

(24)

a.

Every boyi’s mother tickles himi

b.

Whosei mother tickles himi?

c.

Every boyi tickles hisi mother.

d.

Whoi ti tickles hisi mother?

A strong prediction of Ruys account is that whenever an operator can scope over a
variable, it should be able to bind it. In other words, if the operator takes exceptional wide
scope, then variable binding should also be exceptionally allowed. Evidence for this claim
comes from the pair of sentences in (25).

11

The other scope-based account (e.g. Pica and Snyder (1995)) is also unable to explain these cases. Whether the
subject takes scope in its case-position, or in its theta-position, the QP contained in the subject is never able to
scope over or bind the pronoun.
12
Note that in order for this to work, the constituent from which the operator is extracted should also count as an
operator (e.g. clause a of the SLP).
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(25)

a.

As each soldieri came into the room hei was given a gun.

b.

??As every soldieri came into the room hei was given a gun.

The English quantifier each is known to take wide scope very easily13. In (25a) each does not
c-command the pronoun, not even after QR, but it is still able to bind the pronoun he. The
quantifier every is unexceptional in that its scope can be predicted from the SLP, and the
unacceptability of the bound-variable reading of sentence (25b) shows that it every is unable
to bind the pronoun in the main clause.
One advantage of this scope-based approach is that it accounts for WCO without
having to resort to the notion of coindexation. Scope is sufficient. Another advantage is that
this theory makes strong predictions for psycholinguistic research.
To summarize, Pica and Snyder (1995) propose that WCO-effects reflect the difficulty
in obtaining a bound-variable interpretation, which correlates with the degree to which inverse
scope readings are allowed. Ruys (2000) account rests on the assumption that variable binding
can only occur when an operator is licensed to take scope over a variable. However, an
operator can only scope over another element under certain conditions. Furthermore, Ruys
predicts that when a quantifier can take exceptional wide scope, exceptional variable-binding
is also allowed.

1.1.3 Linear Order and Precedence Relations

One of the earliest accounts of Weak Crossover was Chomsky (1976)’s Leftness
Condition, a descriptive filter based on the precedence relations between a quantifier and a
pronoun. Chomsky defines it as follows:

“Let us take [the Leftness Condition] to assert that a pronoun P within the scope of a
quantifier may be rewritten as a variable bound by this quantifier unless P is to the left of an
occurrence of a variable already bound by this quantifier” (202)

In other words, variable binding is ruled out when the pronoun occurs to the left of a
coindexed trace. The Leftness principle correctly predicts that WCO sentences resist a bound13

The wide scope properties of the quantifier each is most likely a lexical-semantic property of this quantifier,
encoded in its lexical feature specification (see Ioup (1975)).
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variable interpretation, as in a WCO-configuration the pronoun occurs to the left of the
operator trace. However, there are also a number of counterexamples, consider for instance
the sentences in (26) and (27).

(26)

(27)

a.

??Whoi did you give a picture of himi to ti?

b.

?? Whoi did you give a picture of ti to himi?

Seeing hisi father pleased every boyi.

In (26a) the pronoun occurs to the left of a coindexed trace, and the Leftness principle
correctly rules out variable-binding in this sentence. However, in (26b) the pronoun occurs to
the right of the trace, and the Leftness principle thus incorrectly predicts variable-binding to
be allowed. Furthermore, in (27) a bound-variable interpretation is allowed, even though the
pronoun occurs to the left of a coindexed variable at LF.
Reinhart (1977, 1979) argued that constraints on binding relations cannot be explained
in terms of “leftness” or linear precedence. Rather, according to Reinhart restrictions on
binding are definable in terms of more structural relations between elements, in particular ccommand. Most subsequent accounts of WCO in the generative framework have crucially
relied on c-command in their explanation of Weak Crossover effects (see the binding theoretic
and scope-based approaches in the previous sections).
However, Bresnan (1995, 1998) argues that c-command is neither a sufficient nor a
necessary condition for explaining Weak Crossover. Rather, the typological variation between
languages and the patterns found within languages in this domain can be explained by the
precedence relations between elements, and the syntactic rank of the affected elements.
Bresnan formulates these ideas within the framework of Lexical-Functional Grammar (LFG)
in which each sentence is mapped on to a set of partial structures. A-structure “models the
grammatically expressible participants of eventualities” (Bresnan 1998: 67). F-structure
represents the “abstract function-argument organisation of syntax” (Bresnan 1995: 60). Cstructure represents the “surface order and constituency of forms of expressions” (Ibid.), and
takes the form of a tree structure in which each node has a function in f-structure. There are
different types of functions mapping one structure onto another.
Bresnan (1998)’s account of Weak Crossover relies on a theory of Prominence. The
Prominence Principle is defined below:
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(28)

Prominence Principle
A binder excludes from its domain any element more prominent than it.

(29)

The domain of a binder is the minimal clause or predication structure containing it.

There are three dimensions on which prominence relations are defined, however only those
defined in (30) an (31) are relevant for Weak Crossover and pronoun-binding:

(30)

Syntactic Rank
For all f-structure elements A, B: A outranks B if A and B belong to the same fstructure and A is more prominent than B on the functional hierarchy (SUBJ > OBJ >
OBL > COMPL> …), or A outranks some C which contains B.

(31)

Linear Order
An element α is more prominent than an element β when α precedes β at c-structure.

These different prominence relations result in two potentially conflicting constraints:

(32)

(i)

The domain of α excludes any β that outranks α.

(ii)

The domain of α excludes any β that precedes α.

In English constraints (i) and (ii) interact to derive WCO effects. Consider the following
sentences:

(33)

a.

*Hisi mother visited everyonei on the night of the murder.

b.

Everyonei was visited by hisi mother on the night of the murder.

c.

*Whoi does hisi mother love ti?

In (33a), the operator is not allowed to bind the pronoun contained in the subject, because (a)
the pronoun linearly precedes the quantified operator, and (b) the subject outranks the object
on the functional hierarchy. In (33b) variable-binding is allowed, as the pronoun does not
precede that operator, and the operator outranks the pronoun in the by-phrase. In (33c) the
operator precedes the pronoun, and is thus more prominent than the pronoun. However, the
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pronoun outranks the operator on the functional hierarchy, and thus the bound-variable
interpretation is blocked. In Palauan, constraints (i) and (ii) also operate, but in this language
the relative contributions of the constraints can be discerned more easily:

(34)

Palauan (Georgopoulos 1991)
a.

*Toltoir

er [a rederir]

R. 3p. love P

mother.3pi.proi

a rebek el ‘ad
[every L person]i

Everyonei loves theiri mother.
b.

* Toltoir
R. 3p. love P

a rebek el ‘ad
[every L person]i

er [a rederir]
mother.3pi.proi

Theiri mother loves everyonei.
c.

a rebek el ‘ad

a oltoir

er [a rederir]

[every L person]i

R. love

mother.3pi.proi

Everyonei loves theiri mother.
In (34a) the QP functions as the subject, and outranks the pronominal element on the
functional hierarchy. However, the pronominal element linearly precedes the quantifier phrase
and thus the pronoun cannot be bound by the QP. In (34b) the pronominal element follows
the QP. However, this time the pronominal element is contained in the subject and outranks
the QP in object position. Therefore, a bound-variable interpretation of (34b) is blocked. In
(34c) the pronoun does not precede, nor outrank the QP, and here a bound-variable
interpretation is allowed.
In short, though generative linguists generally rely on structural relations like ccommand to restrict pronominal binding, Bresnan (1995, 1998) argues that c-command is not
required to explain restrictions on variable binding. Rather, principles of prominence are
sufficient to account for Weak Crossover. In English syntactic rank and effects of linear order
operate simultaneously, which often obscures the relative contributions of the respective
constraints. In languages like Palauan the effects of the linear order and syntactic rank can be
observed separately. In still other languages only one of the constraints may be operative (e.g.
Malayam). An advantage of this approach is that it attempts to account for the cross-linguistic
variation observed within the domain of pronoun binding, which is generally ignored in other
proposals14.
14

The question is what type of predictions this approach makes for L1-acqusisition. Bresnan argues that the
constraints should be formalized in an Optimality Theory (OT) like system in which children have to learn to
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1.1.4 Semantic Approaches

So far we have reviewed many approaches which derive Weak Crossover
syntactically. However, it is also possible to derive WCO semantically. Some researchers
have taken one of the syntactic conditions as a starting point, and attempt to derive this
semantically (e.g. Büring 2003 in BOOD, Jacobson (1999) in variable-free semantics). Other
researchers have created new systems of semantic interpretation to compositionally derive
restrictions on co-reference and variable-binding, including WCO (Schlenker 2005, Chan and
Barker 2006). In this section, one example of each type will be reviewed.
Büring (2003) presents a unified explanation of canonical crossover effects, as well as
secondary crossover (e.g. crossover observed with donkey anaphora, inverse linking, and
genitive binding). Büring derives all these crossover cases in a system of binding out of DP
(e.g. BOOD or indirect binding). Büring’s starting point is that pronoun-binding always
involves argument binding into a lower argument. The unacceptability of the bound-variable
reading of WCO sentences is thus explained by the fact that in WCO-structures the pronoun is
bound from a non-argument position (e.g. Reinhart 1983). According to Büring pronounbinding takes place through a pronoun-binding operator βn which is optionally adjoined at LF.
When this operator is adjoined, the DP immediately c-commanding it binds “any free
occurrences of a pronoun within its c-command domain” (24). The semantics of this operation
is presented in (35a). However, the pronoun-binding operator can not adjoin just anywhere.
Rather, Büring adds the stipulation that it can only be adjoined next to an A-position.

(35)

a.

〚β XP〛

b.

〚µn XP〛w,g = λx. [〚XP〛w,g[tn→x] (x)].

w,g

n

〚 〛

= λx. [ XP

w,g[n→x]

(x)].

A pronoun cannot be bound by an element in an Ā-position, since Büring formally
distinguishes pronoun-binding from trace-binding. Trace binding occurs when the tracebinding operator µn is adjoined next to a moved element, allowing that element to bind its
traces (see 35b). Trace- and pronoun binding do not interfere, since “the assignment function
rank the constraints. This leaves the possibility that children initially have an incorrect ranking, and thus
incorrectly allow bound-readings of WCO sentences. Note, however, that this approach allows for an asymmetry
between the acquisition of quantifier WCO and wh-WCO in English. In quantifier WCO both constraints on
linear order and constraints on syntactic rank interact to derive WCO-effects. No matter which ranking a child
assumes, the child should always disallow the bound-reading. However, wh-WCO is explained by constraints on
syntactic rank alone. If children incorrectly assume linear order to be the relevant principle, then they are
expected to incorrectly allow the bound readings of wh-WCO cases.
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g has a sorted domain” (25). That is, pronoun-binding looks at indices, while trace-binding
only looks at co-indexed traces (〚tn〛w,g ≠〚pronn〛w,g).
The above is sufficient to account for the standard crossover facts. However, Büring
also extends his analysis to secondary crossover sentences, like the inverse linking cases in
(36), and the transitivity cases in (37).

(36)

(37)

a.

Every boysi’s mother likes himi.

b.

*Hisi friends like every boyi’s mother.

a.

Someone from every cityi hates itsi climate

b.

*Itsi climate is hated by everybody in some cityi.

The examples in (36b) and (37b) show that transitivity cases and inverse linking cases also
display WCO-like effects when the pronoun is not A-bound by the constituent containing the
quantifier. To account for this, Büring presents an analysis in which the bound pronouns in
secondary crossover cases are analyzed as e-type pronouns, i.e. “terms that receive their
reference through the reconstruction of a description from the antecedent sentence” (Nouwen
2003)15. Consider (38):

(38)

Every boy’s mother likes him.
a.

[every boy’s mother] β3 likes [the R/son of x3 ] 16

b.

every boy’s mother likes her son.

Büring assumes that the pronoun him is interpreted as [the R/son of x3]. A pronoun binding
operator is adjoined next to I, to allow the container DP [every boy’s mother] to bind the
variable within the e-type pronoun. When this container DP is in an A-position, pronounbinding can occur. However, when it does not occur in an A-position (or when it does not ccommand the pronoun) pronoun binding cannot take place17.
Büring (2003) presents a complete account of WCO, SCO and even secondary
crossover in the Binding out of DP framework. In effect this account compositionally derives
15

See Bach and Partee (1980) for the same suggestion.
R is a relation of type <e, <t>>
17
Bürings analyis is later expanded to also include situation semantics (Heim 1990). However, this is beyond the
scope of this paper.
16
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Reinhart (1983)’s licensing condition on variable binding, and extends it to also capture cases
of indirect binding. A disadvantage of this approach is that in order to derive crossover effects
Büring has to stipulate that the pronoun-binding operator can only adjoin next to an Aposition.
A radically different account of Weak Crossover is provided by Schlenker (2005). In
Schlenker’s approach “a sentence is interpreted by evaluating its components under […]
sequences of evaluation” (4). Sequences of evaluation can be though of as a type of “memory
register” which is constructed as a sentence is processed top-down. Some of the principles
that guide the creation of the sequences of evaluation are:

(39)

Treatment of R-Expressions (i.e. proper names, demonstrative pronouns and definite
descriptions)
When an R-expression is processed, its denotation is added at the end of the register
(i.e. at the end of the sequence of evaluation)

(40)

Treatment of Non-Demonstrative Pronouns (i.e. indexical and bound pronouns)
When a non-demonstrative pronoun is processed, some element of the register is
recovered and moved to the end of the register.

The sequence of evaluation mirrors the c-command relations between r-expressions.
Conditions operating on the stacks derive the canonical binding principles, like, for instance,
the principle of Non-Redundancy which captures principle C effects:

(41)

Non-Redundancy
No object may occur twice in the same sequence of evaluation.

However, this Principle of Non-Redundancy interferes with the correct interpretation of
quantifiers. Consider the sentence in (42)

(42)

Ed thinks that every professor is underpaid.

In the system so far, the above sentence cannot mean that every professor, including himself,
is underpaid, as this would violate the principle of Non-Redundancy. Schlenker’s solution to
this problem is to assume that “elements that are introduced by a quantifier do not appear in
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the sequence of evaluation, but in a different sequence, the quantificational sequence, which is
not itself subject to Non-Redundancy” (38). However, it is clear that elements of the
quantificational sequence need to play a role in the sequence of evaluation as well, for
instance to bind a pronoun. There thus needs to be a way to “cross-reference” the sequence of
quantification with the sequence of evaluation. Schlenker proposes that this is done by
quantifier traces, whose main function is to introduce indexes for cross-referencing into the
sequence of evaluation.
This is sufficient to derive Weak Crossover effects. Consider the WCO-construction in
(43a).

(43)

a.

??Hisi mother tickles each boyi.

b.

[[each boyi] hisi mother tickles ti.]

The operator undergoes QR at LF. The configuration of the sentences after QR is represented
in (43b). The quantifier is processed first, and is added to the sequence of quantification. Then
the pronoun is processed. An indexical pronoun recovers an element from the sequence of
evaluation and moves it to the end (see (40)). However, there is no element for it to recover as
there is no cross-referencing of the sequence of quantification with the sequence of evaluation
yet. A bound-variable interpretation of the pronoun is thus blocked18. In the acceptable
sentence in (44), the trace is processed before the pronoun. The two sequences are thus crossreferenced, and when the pronoun is processed it can recover the quantifier from its sequence.

(44)

Every boyi ti tickles hisi mother.
Schlenker thus proposes an account which is based on different assumptions than most

other approaches. It appears to be a processing approach, since sequences of evaluation are
created as a sentence is processed top-down19. However, its implementation relies on
18

Schlenker argues that the restriction on variable binding in WCO cases is weaker than in Strong crossover
sentences because in the case of Weak Crossover there is a “repair strategy”. That is “if the pronoun is
interpreted as if it were a trace, the intended interpretation can be obtained without semantic failure” (46). This
repair strategy is not possible for Strong Crossover, since Non-Redundancy would rule this out (each trace would
have the same index).
19
It is unclear what predictions this approach makes for acquisition. One the one hand, this approach seems to
predict that children should always reject the bound-readings of WCO sentences, since children cannot the
quantifier from its sequence. On the other hand, it could be argued that children may incorrectly allow the
bound-readings of WCO sentences if they incorrectly assume the pronoun in a WCO sentence to function as a
trace, conform the repair strategy (see footnote 18) Perez-Leroux (1995) has argued that children’s
overgeneration of resumptive pronouns is due to the fact that children have not acquired the proper distinction
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Quantifier Raising, which implies that it is not a real-time processing model, but rather a
model of how the logical forms of sentences are evaluated by the inference system20.

1.1.5 Summary and Conclusion

The Weak Crossover Constraint has been the topic of a fair amount of theoretical
research, and many researchers have attempted to reduce it to more general principles, like
conditions on variable-binding, prominence relations, evaluation sequences, or scope. Each
approach has its own strengths and weaknesses. However, the scope-based approaches,
especially Ruys (2000), make testable predictions for acquisition research. Ruys’ account is
based on the well-known condition that a quantifier can only bind a variable when it scopes
over it, which is regulated by principles of scope licensing. Furthermore, Ruys also predicts
that when a quantifier can take exceptional wide scope, variable binding is also exceptionally
allowed, as in sentence (46) below:

(45)

As each boyi entered the room, hei was given some ice cream.

However, the ability to take exceptional wide scope is not a general property of quantifiers.
Unlike each, the English quantifier every cannot easily take exceptional wide scope in a
sentence like (46). The wide-scope properties of certain quantifiers in certain environments
appear to be related of their lexical feature specification, which warrants an investigation of
the differences between the quantifiers, as well as a detailed investigation of Dutch
quantifiers.

between pronouns and traces yet. If this is correct, then children who appear to allow the bound-readings of
WCO sentences may indeed (more often than adults) misconstrue pronouns as traces. However, the question
then is how children acquire the proper distinction between pronouns and traces.
20
An account which comes closer to a real-time processing approach is Chan and Barker (2006), who propose a
system without traces, in which a preference fro left-to-right evaluation explains both scope preferences and
crossover cases.
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1.2 The Lexical Properties of Dutch and English Quantifiers

Ruys’ (2000) scope-based account of Weak Crossover predicts that when a quantifier
takes exceptional wide scope over a pronoun, it is also able to exceptionally bind it. However,
the ability of a quantifier to take wide scope is crucially related to its lexical feature
specification. Though the English universal quantifier each is known to be able to take
exceptional wide scope, every does not appear to have the same scope taking abilities.
In this section the different properties of the English quantifiers each and every will be
investigated, followed by an investigation of the properties of their Dutch counterparts elk and
ieder. Finally, the scope taking abilities of the Dutch and English quantifiers will be
contrasted, and a number of possible accounts of the wide scope properties of quantifiers will
be discussed.

1.2.1 Each versus Every

English has two distributive universal quantifiers: each and every. In many
environments these two quantifiers are interchangeable, and thus they are often treated on a
par. However, in certain environments differences between the quantifiers become apparent.
In this section the differences between the each and every in a variety of contexts will be
investigated, in order to determine how the lexical feature specifications of the quantifiers
differ.
The quantifier each can occur in partitive constructions (see 46a). Every cannot,
unless one is added, see (46b)21. In fact the quantifier each can even appear as a bare
determiner in a construction with a partitive interpretation (47c).

(46)

a.

Each of the girls dived in the swimming pool.

b.

*Every of the girls → OK Everyone of the girls.

c.

(… The boys…); *Every/ Each went home.

Only each can felicitously be used when a set is limited to only two members, as in
(47). The use of the quantifier every seems to imply that the cardinality of the set every

21

Vendler (1967) notes that: “it looks as if each already implied one and drew our intention to the individual
elements in a peculiar way” (76).
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quantifies over (set A) is larger than 2 ( | A | > 2), while each carries no such entailment
(Philip 2004:23).

(47)

a.

The boy fell from a tree…. He broke each/*every leg.

b.

The centipede fell from a tree…He broke each/every leg.

Furthermore each, unlike every, can occur as a floated quantifier (48a), and in binomial each
constructions (48b).

(48)

a.

The boys have each/*every bought a car.

b.

The professor gave the students a book each/*every.

The above facts suggest that each is generally used when it quantifies over a delimited
set in which for each member of the set the event described in the sentence applies separately.
The members of the set can be specified in discourse, or they can be specified because of
natural restrictions on the set (for example in (47)). In the partitive construction in (46a) each
quantifies over a set of girls whose existence has been specified in discourse (hence the
definite determiner). In (48a) it quantifies over a definite set of boys, in (48b) a definite set of
students. All these sentences describe events in which the elements in the sets are
individuated. (48a), for instance, describes an event in which each boy separately bought a
car, there are thus just as many car-buying events as there are boys. The observation that each
is generally used when it quantifies over a specified set is supported by the fact that each
cannot be used in a sentence like (49) whose interpretation is essentially intensional. That is,
reference is made to every possible thought that John has, rather than a specified set of
thoughts22.

(49)

John’s every thought was devoted to her.

However, there are more ways in which each and every differ, which may or may not be
related to the above mentioned property of each. For instance, the quantifier every can license
Negative Polarity Items (NPI) in its first argument, while each cannot.

22

A question is what prevents every from occurring in these constructions. It is probably too strong to say that
every is disallowed in delimited sets. Perhaps the answer should be sought in the individuation of elements
.Evidence for this comes from the fact that in partitive constructions every is only allowed when –one is added.
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(49)

a.

*Each/every candidate who has any interest in semantics will be submitted to

the department.
b.

*Each/every student that has ever visited Paris climbed the Eiffel Tower.

Furthermore, there are many instances in which the quantifier every patterns with the
quantifier all. Like all, every can have a collective interpretation. This interpretation is
blocked when each is used (see 50a-b).

(50)

a.

It took every/*each boy to lift the piano.

b.

It took all the boys to lift the piano.

Every and all, but not each can be modified by the degree adverb almost (51a-b).

(51)

a.

One boy ate almost every/*each apple.

b.

One boys ate almost all the apples.

Unlike each, the quantifiers every and all can occur after the negative element not (52a-b).

(52)

a.

Not every/*each boy ate an ice-cream cone.

b.

Not all the boys ate an ice-cream cone.

Finally, each cannot have a generic interpretation, while all and every can (53a-b).

(53)

a.

Every/*each dog hates cats.

b.

All dogs hate cats.

In sum, though in many cases every and each are interchangeable, in a variety of
environments only one of the two can felicitously be used. Each, for instance, can occur in
partitive constructions, binomial constructions, as a floated quantifier, and when the set it
quantifies over contains only two members. Every is disallowed in these contexts. Each,
unlike every, seems to quantify over delimited sets which have often been specified in
discourse, and in which the elements of the set can be differentiated. While each can only be
interpreted distributively, every is not limited to distributive interpretations. In certain
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environments every patterns with the quantifier all, in which case it often has a collective or
generic interpretation. Every in some ways holds the middle ground between all and each.

1.2.2 Elk versus Ieder

In this section the properties of the Dutch quantifiers elk and ieder are examined.
Unlike each and every, the differences between the Dutch quantifiers appear to be very
limited. Like the English quantifier each, the Dutch quantifiers elk and ieder can occur in
partitive constructions (54), and even as a bare D° in a sentence with a partitive interpretation
(55). Furthermore, the Dutch quantifiers do not appear to carry the entailment that the
cardinality of the set they quantify over is larger than 2 (see (56)). Finally, elk and ieder can
appear as floated quantifiers (57).

(54)

(55)

(56)

(57)

a.

ieder/elk van hen

b.

each/ *every of them

a.

(… de jongens…); ieder/elk ging naar huis.

b.

(… The boys…); *every/ each went home.

a.

De skiër brak elk/ieder been.

b.

The skiër broke each/*every leg.

a.

De jongens hebben elk/ieder een auto gekocht.

b.

The boys have each/*every bought a car.

However, in other cases the Dutch quantifiers are seen to behave more like the English
quantifier every. First of all, elk and ieder can license negative polarity items (58).

(58)

a.

Elke/iedere jongen die ook maar een keer in Parijs is geweest ….

b.

Every/*each boy that has ever been in Paris….

Second, the Dutch quantifiers can occur in the domain of the degree adverb bijna (“almost”)

(59)

a.

Een jongen at bijna elke/iedere appel.
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b.

A boys ate almost *each/every apple.

Third, elk and ieder can occur after the negative element niet (“not”).

(60)

a.

Niet elke/ieder jongen kreeg een ijsje.

b.

Not *each/every boy was given an ice-cream cone.

Fourth, both elk and ieder can be interpreted collectively (61), as well as generically (62).

(61)

(62)

a.

Elke/iedere jongen was nodig om de piano te tillen.

b.

It took every/*each boy to lift the piano.

a.

Iedere/elke hond heeft een staart.

b.

Every/*each dog has a tail.

At the same time, unlike the English quantifiers each and every, elk and ieder can quantify
over mass nouns, in this case they pattern with English all:

(63)

a.

Hij weigerde elke/iedere verantwoordelijkheid.

b.

He refused all/*each/*every responsibility.

To summarize, unlike the English quantifier each and every, the Dutch quantifiers elk
and ieder appear to be truth-conditionally the same. When the behaviour of the Dutch and the
English quantifiers is compared, it becomes clear that the Dutch quantifiers can occur in both
those environments in which each is felicitously used, and the domains in which every is
felicitously used23. However, there is never any real variability between the Dutch quantifiers.
This, however, does not mean that Dutch speakers may not have a preference for one of the
quantifiers in certain environments. In the next section the scope taking abilities of the elk and
ieder, as well as each and every, will be discussed.

23

Note, however, that whenever elk and ieder pattern occur in environments in which each can be used, they are
uninflected, while when they occur in the other environments the quantifiers are inflected.
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1.2.3. (Exceptional) Wide Scope

The quantifier each is generally able to take wide scope more easily than the quantifier
every24. In a sentence like (64a), for instance, the most preferred interpretation is the
interpretation where each scopes over the indefinite, while in (64b) the most natural
interpretation has the indefinite taking widest scope. Similarly, in (65a) the interpretation
where each takes inverse scope is most natural, while in (65b) the preferred interpretation is
the one in which many scopes over every. In (66a) each most naturally scopes over the
intensional predicate, while in (66b) the intensional predicate scopes over every.

(64)

(65)

a.

A painter bought each brush (preferred each >a)

b.

A painter bought every brush (preferred a > every) (Tunstall 1998:135)

a.

Many producers admire each actor in our company. (each >many)

c.

Many producers admire every actor in our company. (many>every)
(Fodor and Sag 1982:365)

(66)

a.

This producer believes that each actor in our company is too fat to appear in
public. (EACH > BELIEVE)

d.

This producer believes that every actor in our company is too fat to appear in
public. (BELIEVE> EACH)

(Ibid: 367)

At the same time, each appears to be able to take extrawide scope to a greater extent than
every. In (67) each can most easily scope over the subject of the higher clause, and in (68)
only each is able to scope over, and bind the pronoun in the main clause.

(67)

A/some student made sure that each/? every invited speaker had a ride.
(Farkas 1997: 212)

(68)
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a.

As each farmeri sat down, hei sneezed.

b.

??As every farmeri sat down, hei sneezed.

Ioup (1975) presented the following hierarchy of the scope taking possibilities of quantifiers:
each>>every>> all>>most>>many>>.several>>somepl>> a few
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The next question is what the scope-taking abilities of the Dutch quantifiers elk and
ieder are. For most native speakers of Dutch inverse scope readings of the sentences in (69)
and (70) are strongly dispreferred, if not completely disallowed. However, this may be due to
a language specific interpretative rule. Philip (2005) argues that in Dutch elk and ieder, or
rather the phrases they head are marked [+ topic]. Furthermore, in Dutch the sentence initial
DP is also marked [+ topic]. “If a DP is lexically, morphologically, or syntactically marked
[+topic] then, (i) it can denote an subset of the objects that make up the “discourse topic” or
“protagonist set” and (ii) it can take scope over any clause-mate scope taking expressions”
(227). However, in the sentences in (69) and (70) there are two DPs that are marked [+topic].
Philip argues that in Dutch there is a construction specific interpretive rule which states that in
such cases a sentence should be assigned, “the strongest possible reading consistent with the
context of use” (276), which in most cases is the reading in which the indefinite takes widest
scope25.

(69)

Een schilder schildert ieder/elk portret.
A painter pained every portrait.

(70)

Veel producenten bewonderen elke/iedere acteur in ons gezelschap.
Many producers admire every actor in our company.

Though Dutch elk and ieder often cannot scope over indefinites, they do allow exceptional
wide scope in a construction like (71):
(71)

Toen elke/iedere boeri ging zitten, nieste hiji.
When each farmeri sat down, hei sneezed.

It is thus difficult to evaluate the scope-taking abilities of the Dutch universal quantifiers elk
and ieder. The lack of wide scope in the sentences in (69) and (70) may be caused by a
construction-based pragmatic constraint that is operative in Dutch. However, elk and ieder do
seem to be able to take exceptional wide scope in the absence of indefinites.
For English, there are several theories which attempt to explain why each can take
wider scope than every. Beghelli and Stowell (1997) note that “every exhibits a kind of
quantificational variability characteristic of licensed and bound-elements”, and claim that “the
25

Note, however, that wide scope of the QP over the indefinite is not completely disallowed. In some contexts of
use the strongest reading may see the QP taking widest scope.
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distinction between every and each is […] properly characterized in terms of an intrinsic
distinction between optional and obligatory distributivity” (71). Beghelli and Stowell assume
that both each and every carry specific lexical features which need to be checked of in certain
specially designated phrasal projections. Each carries a [+distributive] feature that can only be
checked of in DistP. The lexical features of every need to be checked of by the most local
operator, which is not necessarily the head of DistP. According to Beghelli and Stowell, this
explains why every does not take wide scope as easily as each, as well as the fact that every
can sometimes have a distributive interpretation, while at other times it has a collective, or
generic interpretation. Furthermore, it explains why each always has a distributive
interpretation. The Dutch quantifiers elk and ieder are not obligatorily distributive, and can
have collective, or generic interpretations. Following Beghelli and Stowell, elk and ieder are
thus often bound locally in different positions. This predicts that they should not take wide
scope very easily. This prediction is borne out in the sentences with an indefinite subject.
However, the inability of Dutch QPs to take wide scope in such sentences may be caused by a
language specific pragmatic constraint. Exceptional wide scope is unexpected in this account,
both for each and for the Dutch quantifiers. All quantifiers can check their features within a
single clause, so there is no reason for a quantifier to cross clause boundaries to check its
features in a higher clause.
Tunstall (1998) claims that the main difference between each and every lies in their
lexical properties. That is, every is subject to the Event Distributivity Condition, while each is
subject to the Differentiation Condition.

(72)

The Event Distributivity Condition
A sentence containing a quantified phrase headed by every can only be true of event
structures which are at least partially distributive. At least two different subsets of the
restrictor set of the quantified phrase must be associated with correspondingly
different subevents, in which the predicate applies to that subset of objects.

(73)

The Differentiation Condition
A sentence containing a quantified phrase headed by each can only be true of event
structures which are totally distributive. Each individual object in the restrictor set of
the quantified phrase must be associated with its own subevent, in which the predicate
applies to that object, and which can be differentiated in some way from the other
subevents.
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If the condition a quantifier is subject to is not satisfied, then it is allowed for the processor to
covertly raise a quantifier to a position in which the condition applying to it is satisfied, e.g.
the Quantifier Safisfaction Hypothesis in (74). Each is subject to stricter requirements than
the quantifier every. That is, every can be true when the event is merely partially distributive,
while for each there needs to be full distributivity. For this reason, each, more often than
every, raises to a higher position to satisfy the requirements of the condition it is subject, and
thus takes wide scope more often.

(74)

Quantifier Satisfaction Hypothesis
If necessary, the processor may move a QP at LF to a position above or below its
required LF position in order to satisfy the conditions of the quantifier which heads the
QP.

Intuitively the Dutch sentence (75) is true in a partially distributive situation, which
would imply that elk and ieder are subject to the less restrictive Event Distributivity
Condition. The Dutch quantifiers should thus resist wide scope more than the English
quantifier each. However, it is unclear whether this is the case, since the fact that QPs in
Dutch often take narrow scope with respect to the indefinite seems to be caused by some other
principle. Tunstall’s account does not rule out (exceptional) wide scope of the Dutch
quantifiers, though.

(75)

Jan heeft elke/iedere mand opgetild.
John has lifted every basket.

According to Kadmon and Landman (1993), “each is “a distributor”, a predicate is to
be predicated distributively of a given set. Each must be discourse-linked. That is, the use of
each requires that the set that it is a distributor for be given in the context of the utterance; it
should be a set that has been mentioned, or made salient earlier in the conversation” (378)26.
Differences between each and every thus follow from the fact that unlike each, every is not
discourse linked and does not require the set it quantifies over to have been specified in the
context. Other elements that are necessarily discourse linked are definites and specifics (Enç,
1990).

26

See also section 2.2.1
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A possible account is to assume that the English quantifier each (like elk and ieder)
can optionally get a specific interpretation, by virtue of this D-linked property. Whenever an
element is marked [+specific] that element is in principle able to take wide scope. This
account is very consistent with Philip’s (2005) account of the specific behaviour of Dutch
indefinites, if the topic feature is equated with specificity. Since sentence initial DPs also
carry this feature, and since the pragmatic rule applies, the indefinite would still scope over
elk and ieder in sentences such as (69) and (70). However, I propose that it is this [+specific]
feature that explains why elk and ieder are able to take exceptional wide scope.
A remaining question is how extrawide scope can be explained. How can the
quantifier scope over the indefinite in (76), and how can it bind the pronoun in (77)?

(76)

A/some student made sure that each/? every invited speaker had a ride.
(Farkas 1997: 212)

(77)

a.

As each farmeri sat down, hei sneezed.

b.

??As every farmeri sat down, hei sneezed

The standard operation of QR would adjoin the quantifier to the lower CP, which would mean
that there is no c-command relation between the quantifier and the pronoun in (77) and no ccommand relation between the quantifier and the indefinite in (76). The quantifier thus needs
to be able to raise to a higher clause in order to c-command the indefinite or the pronoun.
Note, however, that for pronoun binding QR to a c-commanding position may not be
strictly necessary, as psycholinguistic research has revealed that many people are perfectly
able to construct bound-variable readings in the absence of c-command, and even across
sentence boundaries (e.g. Carminati et al 2002, Gordon and Hendrick 1998). Carminati et al
compared sentences in which a pronoun was c-commanded by its antecedent, and sentences in
which a pronoun was not c-commanded by its antecedent in an eye-tracking experiment, as in
(78)

(78)

a.

Every researcher reported proudly that he conducted his own experiment.

b.

Every researcher studied the issue and then he conducted his own experiment.

The expectation was that the processing of the pronoun would take longer in sentences in
which the quantifier did not c-command the pronoun. However, this was not the case, as there
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were no significant differences in reading times between the two sentences. Thus the
researchers concluded that “the results of [the experiment] do not support the central role for
c-command in restricting the relation between a pronoun and a universally quantified
expression that binds it. [..] What this suggests, to our minds, is either that a theory of boundvariable interpretations must be developed which only demands that the binder be more
prominent than the pronoun, or that bound-variable interpretations have more than one
source” (10). In other words, c-command may not always be a factor in (exceptional)
variable-binding. Farkas and Giannakidou (1996) have proposed that “extrawide scope of a
distributive universal over an indefinite is possible iff the two arguments are co-participants in
some eventuality e in virtue of the lexical semantics of the predicates involved” (42). Perhaps
this can be extended to exceptional variable binding contexts as well. Reuland and Avrutin
(2005) have argued that “a dependency between elements in the subordinate and matrix clause
can be established through a syntactic dependency in the Tense system” (152), which in some
way appears to merge the events of the two clauses.27
To summarize, it is known that each can take wide scope more easily than every.
There are a variety of accounts that explain this, which relate, for instance, to optional and
obligatory distributivity, quantifier satisfaction or specificity. The Dutch quantifiers elk and
ieder appear to allow exceptional wide scope, however, unlike each they do not appear to be
able to take inverse scope over indefinites. However, this may be due to a pragmatic principle
applying to Dutch indefinites. This paper will not test any specific predictions of the different
theories explaining the wide scope properties of certain quantifiers. Here we are only
concerned about whether the type of quantifier children are presented with affects their
judgements. Given that the Dutch quantifiers pattern alike in many instances, we predict that
the choice of quantifier (e.g. elk or ieder) has no influence on children’s and adults’
judgements. However, English adults and children are expected to differentiate between each
and every, at least in the exceptional wide scope-sentences.

27

Reuland (pc.) pointed out that scoping out of adjuncts is more allowed with certain types of conjuncts than
with others. In particular, extrawide scope is easier with conjuncts like terwijl (while), than with toen.
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1.3 Review of the Acquisition Literature

Thornton (1990) examined children’s knowledge of the Weak Crossover constraint in
a pilot study of 5 children. The participating children were between 3; 7 and 4; 2 years old,
with a mean age of 4; 2. They were tested on wh-WCO using a Truth-Value Judgement Task
in which the story acted out with props and toys. The task was split over two sessions. In the
first session the children were presented with three trials of a WCO sentence containing the
wh-phrase which N, examples are presented in (79). In the second session the crossover
sentences contained the question word who, as in (80). There were no filler items.

(79)

(80)

a.

Which ghostbusteri did hisi ghost slime ti?

b.

Which peti did hisi owner pour tomato sauce on ti?

a.

Whoi did hisi trainer buy a treat for ti?

b.

Whoi did hisi baby pour water on ti ?

In each story there were 4 pairs of characters, like ghostbusters and ghosts, or ninja
turtles and their trainers. Thornton referred to the characters that would be “doing the action”
as the “overlings”. The other characters would be the “underlings”. Each pair consisted of an
overling and an underling.
The set-up of the stories was as follows: “The stories feature the overlings doing
something for the underlings [..] In each case, though, one of the overlings won’t oblige and
attend to his underling. The neighbouring underling is concerned, and asks his overling to
attend to his friend also. His wish is granted. The remaining two overlings say to the
neighbouring underling that he doesn’t need to get his overling to attend to their underling,
they will see to it” (180)

An example of a test story is presented below:
Experimenter: These four guys here have each been training one of the Ninja Turtles in skills
they need in New York. One teaches martial arts, another guy teaches break
dancing, this guy teaches wrestling and RoboCop teaches survival skills. When
the Ninja Turtles get skilful enough, the trainer buys a weapon for him. The
trainer who teaches wrestling is not pleased with Donatello, his Ninja Turtle,
and he says “You haven’t been training hard enough; I’m not buying you a
weapon”. But Robocop is very pleased with Michelangelo who he’s been
training, and he says “I’ve bought you a weapon”, Michelangelo is very
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happy, and he says to his trainer “Thanks a lot, I really like this weapon, but I
feel sorry for Donatello. Could you buy him one too?” RoboCop says “OK, but
I’ll just buy him a small one”. The other two trainers say to Michelangelo
“You don’t need to ask Robocop to buy a weapon for my Ninja Turtle; I’ve
already bought him a real big one”.
Experimenter: Kermit, which Ninja Turtle did his trainer buy a weapon for?
Kermit:
This one and this one (Points to Raphael and Leonardo).
The WCO sentence was uttered by the storyteller as a question to a puppet (Kermit the Frog).
Kermit would answer the question by pointing to the relevant characters. The set up would
make a bound-variable interpretation true, as Raphaels trainer bought a weapon for Raphael
and Leonardo’s trainer bought a weapon for Leonardo. The deictic interpretation of the
sentence would be false, as it is not the case that a certain trainer bought a weapon for both
Raphael and Leonardo.
The results of this study were that in the who-condition children rejected the boundvariable interpretation 12 out of 15 times. All the incorrect acceptances were due to one child.
In the which N-condition children incorrectly accepted the bound-variable interpretation 9 out
of 15 times. Each child accepted the bound-variable interpretation at least once. Children thus
reject bound-variable readings significantly more often in who-sentences than in which N
sentences. This is unsurprising given that adults typically find bound-variable readings of
which N WCO-sentences to be less degraded than the bound readings of who-sentences (Lee
1996). Given that 80% of the children consistently rejected bound-readings in who-sentences,
it seems to be the case that many four-year olds do have adult-like knowledge of the WCO
constraint.
However, there are some methodological problems with this study, which cast doubt
on the validity of the results. Note, first of all, that Thornton’s experiment included only five
children. This is an extremely small sample, and it is questionable whether the results of this
group can be generalized to all 4-year olds. Second, there appears to be a bias towards an
adult false response in the set up of the story. Consider the following fragment of the sample
story:

(81)

The other two trainers say to Michelangelo “You don’t need to ask Robocop to buy a
weapon for my Ninja Turtle; I’ve already bought him a real big one”.
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In this piece of context, the narrator first makes reference to two trainers. However, in the
reported speech reference is made to the singular I and my ninja turtle, which may lead
children to incorrectly assume that one of the Ninja Turtles was not given a weapon, or that
one of the Ninja Turtles was not given a weapon by his own trainer. This inconsistency may
cause children to give pseudo adult-like responses. That is, they may reject the test sentences,
even though their grammar allows bound-variable readings of WCO sentences. Third, Kermit
only points to two of the three Ninja Turtles that were given a weapon by their own trainers.
That is, Kermit only points to Raphael and Leonardo not to Michelangelo, despite the fact that
Michelangelo being given a weapon by his own trainer is made salient in the context. It is
conceivable that children who allow a bound-variable reading of WCO sentences judge the
test sentence to be false, because not all of the referents of the pronoun his are mentioned28.
Finally, note that the set up of the test stories is very complex. The stories contain four
sets of characters, which implies that there are eight different discourse referents the child
needs to keep track of. At the same time, the stories contain many subevents. Both the number
of discourse referents and the number of events increase the processing load of the story. The
complexity of the task is further heightened by the difficult relations that obtain between
members of the pairs, e.g. ghostbusters and their ghosts, pets and their owners. Furthermore,
the main events of the stories may be quite difficult for a child to grasp, e.g. sliming a ghost,
pouring tomato sauce on someone to remove skunk smell, etc.
Lewis (2000) tested Weak Crossover in conjunction with wh/quantifier asymmetries.
Consider the sentences in (82) and (83). In sentence (82) a pair-list reading of the sentence is
allowed, while in (83) the pair list reading is disallowed.

(82)

(83)

28

a.

Who does everyone love? John loves Ben; Jenny loves Susan; etc.

b.

for which f: everyonex [x loves f (x) ]

c.

[CP whoj [ everyonei [IP ti love [tj eproi]I ]]]

a.

Who loves everyone? *John loves Ben; Jenny loves Susan;etc.

b.

*for which f: everyonex [f (x) loves x ]

c.

*[CP whoi [IP everyonej [IP [ti eproj] loves tj]]]]

Another possibility is that these methodological problems confuse the child, and thus cause the child to either
guess, or to give the answer that is socially most acceptable, namely yes (e.g. the Principle of Charity). In any
case, the methodological problems reduce the validity of the study.
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Chierchia (1991) argues that the pair list reading of (83) is blocked because underlyingly this
sentence has a WCO configuration (see 83c). This implies that the pair-list reading in
sentence (82) and the bound-variable interpretation of Weak Crossover sentences are ruled
out by the same principle (see section 1.1 for an overview of the different approaches to
WCO). For acquisition, this makes the prediction that if children have not acquired the Weak
Crossover constraint yet, they will also not have knowledge of the wh-quantifier asymmetry.
If a child has knowledge of the asymmetry, but no knowledge of WCO, then this implies
either that the functional-wh approach is incorrect or “that it is the outcome of learning” (512)
Lewis tested children’s knowledge of both Weak Crossover and the wh/quantifier
asymmetry in a computer-animated Truth-Value Judgement Task. The protagonists were four
Sesame Street characters (e.g. Grover, Elmo, Cookie and Oscar) and their respective mothers.
In the story Grover, Elmo and Cookie are kissed by their own mothers. Oscar refuses to be
kissed by his own mother, but in the end is kissed by Grover’s mother. The characters that
have been kissed carry lipstick marks on their cheeks that correspond to the lipstick colour the
mothers are wearing. Sherlock, the Sesame Street detective then enters the animation. He
investigates the lipstick marks and then states: I think I know who his mother kissed: Elmo,
Grover and Cookie. Before Sherlock makes this statement he asks the child to “Tell me if I’m
wrong”, and afterwards he asks for confirmation.
Lewis’s design included some modifications of Thornton’s design. First of all, the
relation between the “overlings” and “underlings” is simpler, i.e. the mother of-relation. At
the same time, the main event of the story is more accessible, i.e. kissing instead of sliming a
ghost. The most important modification is that in the test statement all of the characters that
were kissed by their own mothers were named. Furthermore, by presenting the story and the
test statement in a computer animation, any variability in the rendition of the story and the test
sentence is eliminated. Lewis also attempted to reduce memory load by using colour matched
lipstick marks, to help children keep track of who has been kissed, and by whom.
Lewis’s study had 58 participants, who were between 2; 11 and 7;1 years old. 49 out
of 58 participants incorrectly accepted the bound-variable reading of Weak Crossover
sentences. All of the children who correctly rejected the blocked reading were older than 5.
There is no correlation between children’s knowledge of Weak Crossover and the whquantifier asymmetry. However, some qualifications can be made. First of all, all of the
children were only presented with a single predicate and a single trial of each condition. The
experimental results may only hold for the predicate that was used in this study, it is unclear
whether the results obtained on the basis of a single predicate can be generalized to a larger
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population (e.g. the “Language-as-a-Fixed Effect Fallacy “, Clark 1973). Furthermore, Lewis’
study also suffers from the general problem when testing WCO, namely pragmatic infelicity
of the pronoun in the WCO construction.
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2. Experiment 1

2.1 Hypotheses

The results of Lewis (2000) suggest that 5-year old children have not yet acquired
WCO, given that 49 out of 58 subjects accepted the bound-variable interpretation of WCO
sentences in apparent violation of the constraint. However, a general problem testing WCO is
the pragmatic infelicity of the pronoun in the test statement. It is conceivable that the poor
performance of Lewis’s subjects can be attributed to this factor. According to Crain et al
(1995) children’s non-adult like behaviour is often caused by a failure to satisfy conditions of
pragmatic felicity, since children are less able than adults to accommodate presupposition
failures. This experiment tests the hypothesis that children will perform more adult-like on
WCO sentences when the pronoun in the test statement is made more felicitous, henceforth
called the Felicity Hypothesis. If the Weak Crossover Constraint is a part of UG, and if,
following Strong Continuity (see Crain 1991), children have access to all of Universal
Grammar (UG) from the onset of language acquisition, then children should show knowledge
of the WCO constraint at an early age29. If pragmatic infelicity of the pronoun indeed
influences children’s judgements, then a modification to eliminate this bias should see
children perform more adult-like. If, however, children do not have access to UG and thus
have no innate knowledge of the constraint, then increased felicity of the pronoun should not
affect children’s judgments at all.
However, the Strong Continuity approach to L1-acquisition is not the only logical
option. Borer and Wexler (1987) proposed the Maturation Hypothesis, which states that
though linguistic knowledge is innate, not all grammatical knowledge is available to the child
from the onset of acquisition. Rather, some grammatical features have to mature and emerge
at a later, biologically determined time. Strong Continuity predicts that if WCO is part of UG,
it should be acquired very early. The Maturation Hypothesis makes no such predictions. If
young children have no access to the constraint, then the constraint must not have matured
sufficiently to emerge. If young children do have access to the constraint, then it must be fully
developed at an early age. However, this theory does not make any predictions about when
certain grammatical features emerge, and is thus unfalsifiable in principle. For this reason,
this study will simply adopt the Strong Continuity view to be the null hypothesis.

29

Early Emergence is a hallmark of the Strong Continuity approach (Crain 1991:599)
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The second hypothesis is the Scope Hypothesis, which states that children who obey
the WCO constraint will show a significant contrast between WCO-sentences and sentences
in which the pronoun can take exceptional wide scope. This hypothesis is derived from the
scope-based approach of Ruys (2000). Ruys’ approach is based on the relation between scope
and variable binding. In fact, Ruys predicts that any time an operator can bind a variable, the
operator should be able to bind the pronoun, even if the pronoun and the operator are not coindexed. In a WCO sentence the operator cannot take scope over the pronoun, and thus the
operator is not able to bind the pronoun. However, in a sentence such as (84), where the
quantifier each can take exceptional wide scope over the pronoun, a bound-variable
interpretation should be allowed.

(84)

Toen elke soldaati binnenkwam, salueerde hiji.
When each soldieri came in, hei saluted.

If children have innate knowledge of the connection between scope and variable binding, then
children should allow exceptional variable binding in a sentence such as (84), while they
should reject the bound-variable interpretation of WCO sentences. The underlying assumption
here is that children have acquired the lexical feature specification of universal quantifiers, at
least with regard to the relevant features. However, a logical possibility is that children have
not fully acquired the feature specification of the Dutch quantifier elk. If children have
knowledge of the constraint on variable-binding, and if they are aware of the lexical feature
specification of the quantifier, then they should judge WCO sentence to be false, and
sentences such as (84) to be true. If children have no knowledge of the constraint, they should
accept both WCO sentences and sentences in which the quantifier can take exceptional wide
scope. If children have not yet acquired the lexical feature specification of the universal
quantifier elk, but are aware of the constraint, then two things may happen. Either children
reject both sentence types (allowing only narrow scope), or children accept both sentences
(taking exceptional wide scope as the default). In sum, a contrast is only predicted when
children have acquired both the constraint and the lexical properties of the quantifier elk.
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2.2 Subjects30

A total of 44 Dutch pre-school children were presented with the experimental task.
Only 21 of them passed the inclusion criteria and thus showed adult-like performance on a
variety of control conditions (see section 2.3 below). This subgroup consisted of 8 boys and
13 girls, who were between 4 and 6 years old (see table 1 for subject statistics). Furthermore,
there was a small adult control group consisting of 8 monolingual native speakers of Dutch, 3
men and 5 women. The age statistics of this group can also be found in the table below.

group

N

age range (years; months) mean age standard deviation

children 21 4; 4 – 6;1

5;3

8 mos

adults

33;11

21 yrs, 7 mos

8

14-67

Table 1: Subject Statistics

2.3 Design

The participants in this study were tested using a Truth Value Judgement task. The
experiment had a within-subject design, as all subjects were presented with multiple trials of
each of the conditions. In total there were four control conditions, i.e. T, F, BVT and DAF,
and two test conditions: WCO and ELK.
The T and F items were counter-balancing guesses that were saliently true or false in
the context. Each test story contained at least one of these items, which acted as attention
controls to filter out all subjects who did not understand the task, or failed to pay attention.
The BVT and DAF-items tested children’s ability to process and interpret the Dutch quantifier
elk. Furthermore, these control conditions reminded children of the two possible
interpretations of a pronoun, i.e. the bound-variable interpretation, and the deictic
interpretation in which the pronoun acts as an independently referring expression. Finally,
these control conditions also acted as attention controls.
In the WCO condition children were presented with a WCO sentence in which for
adults a bound-variable interpretation is blocked, while in the ELK condition the participants

30

For their participation in this study, I would like to thank the teachers, director and pupils at the Dalton School
Rijnsweerd in Utrecht. Furthermore, I would like to thank Sophie van Gurp for her assistance in running the
experiment.
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were presented with a sentence in which variable binding is exceptionally allowed. Examples
of all the different test conditions and their target responses are presented in table 2 below.

condition type

example sentence

target response

T

control See Appendix.

TRUE

F

control See Appendix.

FALSE

BVT

control Elke jongen kreeg een pinda van zijn oma.

TRUE

Each boy was given a peanut by his grandmother.
DAF

control Tom’s vader hield elke jongen vast.

FALSE

Tom’s father held on to each boy.
WCO

test

Zijn moeder kuste elke jongen.

FALSE

His mother kissed each boy.
ELK

test

Toen elke soldaat opstond, salueerde hij.

TRUE

When each soldier got up, he saluted.
Table 2: Summary of Conditions

In each story there would be two protagonists, Tom and Pete, who interacted with a
pair of other characters that were related to them in some way, e.g. their mothers, their fathers,
their brothers, etc. In each story one or both of the latter characters would “do something” to
the protagonists, like tickling, pushing, or feeding. For the purpose of this study, the
characters that are doing the action will be called the “actors”, and the two boys will be the
“objects”.
This study differs from previous experiments on the acquisition of WCO in that there
were only 2 pairs of characters. Thornton (1990) and Lewis (2000) used 4 pairs of characters.
The main motivation for the reduction of the number of pairs comes from the fact that
psycholinguistic research suggests that the number of discourse referents a child needs to keep
track of increases the memory load of a piece of discourse considerably (see Warren and
Gibson 2002, among others). This study attempted to reduce the processing load even further
by having the same protagonists in each story, e.g. Tom and Pete, and by visually matching
the pairs of characters. That is, the clothes of the pairs of characters were colour-coordinated,
and the appearance of the pairs of characters was also matched (e.g. glasses, curly hair, etc.).
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There were two types of events in which the characters could participate, i.e. “oneactor events” and “two-actor events”, which are schematically represented in the figures
below:

A.

a.

B.

b.

Figure 1: Event Structure Two-Actor Event

A.

a.

B.

b.

Figure 2: Event Structure One-Actor Event

In the two-actor event both actors would do something to each boy. In other words, actor one
would act on object 1, actor 2 would act on object 2. In a one-actor event, one of the two
actors would do something to/for both of the objects.
The context of the BVT- condition was set up as a single two-actor event, for example
an event in which each boy was given a peanut by his grandmother. Children were expected
to judge the test sentence to be true, because in the test sentence a bound-variable
interpretation of the pronoun was allowed.
DAF and WCO were set up in similar ways. In both conditions the subjects were
presented with a one-actor event, followed by a two-actor event. The one-actor event served
to “remind” children of the possibility of this type of event occurring. DAF was false because
the test-sentence described a one-actor event. WCO was false under a deictic reading, since
the relevant event was a two-actor event. However, if children have access to a boundvariable interpretation of this sentence, then they should judge the test sentence to be true.
In the ELK condition the two protagonists would interact with a group of three other
male referents, e.g. soldiers, farmers etc. All of the participants would partake in the first
event described by the sentence (for example “getting up”), but only the group of three would
take part in the second event described in the sentence (for example “saluting”). This would
make the sentence true under the wide scope interpretation, where the quantifier could
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exceptionally bind the pronoun. However, if the pronoun was taken to refer to one of the
boys, e.g. Tom and Pete, then the children should judge the sentence to be false, as neither of
them participated in the second event. The statement was biased towards the latter
interpretation of the pronoun, as Tom and Pete were explicitly named in a statement preceding
the test statement.
This experiment attempted to improve the pragmatic felicity of pronoun in the WCO
test sentences by introducing the domain of quantification, i.e. the possible discourse referents
for the pronoun, in the statement preceding the test sentence. An example is presented in (83)
below.

(83)

Tom and Piet kregen een snoepje en zijn broer wees elke jongen aan.
Tom and Pete were given some candy and his brother pointed to each boy.

Subjects were included in the experiment, when they showed adult-like behaviour on
most of the control conditions. When a child judged a statement to be true, this was scored as
0, while when a child judged a sentence to be false, this was scored as 1. There were multiple
trials of each condition, and thus different target scores for each condition.

Condition Target Score
T

0

F

6

BVT

0

DAF

3

Table 3: Target Scores

To be included in the experiment, a subject had to have a score of at least 2 on DAF, and at
most 1 on BVT. Subjects were allowed to fail one trial of the T and F condition. Children who
failed more control items were excluded.

2.4 Procedure

The participants were presented with a version of the Truth Value Judgement task. In
this task the child is looking at pictures displaying the major event of a story while the story is
read out-loud to the child. At given moments a puppet is invited to make statements about the
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story, and the child is asked to judge whether the puppet’s statements about the story are true
or not.
The experiment is carried out by two experimenters, both native speakers of Dutch.
One experimenter is the story-teller and master of ceremony, while the second manipulates
the puppet and scores the child’s responses on an answer sheet that has been prepared
beforehand. The task is introduced to the children in their classroom on the first day of
testing. In the classroom it is established that the puppet thinks he is very good at listening to
stories, but actually is not. The task is then explained to the whole group, and collectively
practised with a sample story.
For the actual experiment each child is interviewed individually. The child sits on one
side of the table, next to the storyteller. The puppeteer sits on the opposite side of the table.
Before the experiment starts, each child is again given a short review of the task. The child
and the storyteller look at the pictures while the storyteller reads out the story and points at the
relevant characters and sub-events. At given moments the storyteller invites the puppet to tell
the child what happened in the story. Since the puppet is unable to see the pictures and since it
has been established that he is not very good at listening to stories, it is plausible for his
statements to be incorrect half the time. The child is instructed to tell the puppet whether his
statements are right or wrong. At the end of each story the storyteller would explicitly point to
the relevant characters and repeat the last main event of the story31.
When the puppet made his statement the storyteller would refrain from pointing at the
relevant characters and events. Furthermore the storyteller took care to avoid eye contact with
the child until the child had judged the statement, so as not to inadvertently prime the correct
response. Normal prosody was used at all times. The puppet master took care never to stress
the pronoun in the test sentence, so as not to bias the statements towards a deictic
interpretation. If the child did not respond, the puppet would ask the child once whether his
statement was correct or not. If the child still did not respond, a non-response was noted and
the experiment was resumed.
The adult control group was tested using the same methodology and materials as the
children. The only difference was that the adult subjects were not tested using a puppet.
Rather, a single experimenter would read the stories and the statements out to them.
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A pilot test with 11 subjects revealed that many children had general problems processing universal
quantifiers, which is a well-established fact in the literature (see for instance Philip 1995). This study attempted
to eliminate this problem by repeating the relevant events and characters. See appendix B for the results of the
pilot test.
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2.5 Materials

Participants were presented with multiple series of 5 or 6 coloured pictures. These
pictures displayed the subevents of short stories. Test statements were presented at the end of
each story, with counterbalancing guesses occurring halfway through each story.
In total there were 12 stories, three for each of the following conditions: DAF, BVT,
WCO and ELK. These stories were divided into three blocks of 4 stories. Each block had the
same internal ordering: BVT>DAF>WCO> ELK. The blocks were counterbalanced across
subjects. Subjects were randomly assigned to a certain ordering of blocks. Each story
contained a different predicate, and subjects were thus presented with 3 different predicates
per condition. Below examples of the two test conditions are presented. An example of a full
block can be found in appendix E.

WCO
Two boys, Pete and Tom, are going to the fair with their mothers. At the fair the boys
can have some cotton candy. However, the boys start fighting, because each boy
thinks the other has gotten more cotton candy. Tom’s mother gets angry and scolds
both boys (picture of Tom’s mother scolding both the boys). The boys look sad and
their mothers try to comfort them by kissing them. The final picture displays Tom’s
mother kissing Tom and Pete’s mother kissing Pete

WCO: Tom en Piet hebben ruzie gemaakt en zijn moeder kuste iedere jongen.
Tom and Pete had an argument and his mother kissed every boy (=FALSE).
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ELK

Tom and Pete meet three teenagers. They are going to do a race because they want to
see who can run the fastest. Tom and Pete finish first and they stand at the finish line
to wait for the teenagers. Then the teenagers finish. They are so tired that they sit
down right away.

TEST: Toen elke jongen binnenkwam ging hij zitten.
When each boy finished/came in, he sat down.

2.6 Results
2.6.1 Included Subjects

Of the 44 subjects that were interviewed, 21 were included in the experiment. Those
were the children who passed the inclusion criterion as described in section 2.4 above. For
each of the subjects a score was computed. The maximum score for each subject was 3, the
minimum score was 0. The mean scores of the included subjects are presented in table 4
below.

condition mean score SD

percentage

WCO

1.80

1.08 60.3

ELK

0.76

1.04 25.3

Table 4: Mean Scores Included Subjects
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Analyses of variance revealed no significant effects of age, gender, the group they were in at
school, or the version of the task they were presented with. Furthermore, within the conditions
there was no significant effect of predicate. The results are summarized in table 5.
Factor

df1 df2 F

P-value

age

2

18

1.342 .286

gender

1

19

0.367 .552

group

2

18

1.342 .286

version

3

17

2.650 .082

predicate 1

41

1.147 .290

Table 5: ANOVA Results

The mean scores of the adult subjects are presented below. The adult subjects invariably
rejected WCO sentences, while they accepted ELK-sentences about half the time.

condition mean score SD

percentage

WCO

3

0

100

ELK

1.5

1.195 50

Table 6: Adult Performance

The mean scores of the adults and the children are graphically represented in graph 1 below.
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Graph 1: Child Performance Compared to Adult Performance

A MANOVA revealed that for the 21 children included in this study, the main effect
of both group and condition was highly significant. However, the interaction between group
and condition was not. The results are presented in table 7:

df1 df2 F

P-value

1

27

21.622 0.000*32

group * condition 1

27

0.682

0.416

group

27

9.213

0.005*

condition

1

Table 7: MANOVA Results Included Subjects

2.6.2 WCO-Children

Of the 21 subjects included in the experiment, a subgroup of 13 subjects (i.e. 61.9 %)
rejected WCO sentences at least 2 out of 3 times. These children will be referred to as the
WCO-children. The mean scores for this group are presented in table 8 below.

32

An asterisk indicates that the P-value is significant at the 5 % level.
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Condition Mean score SD

Percentage

WCO

2.54

0.159 84.67

ELK

0.77

1.013 25.67

Table 8: Mean Scores

The performance of the WCO-children and the adult control group is compared in graph 2.

Graph 2: WCO children vs. Adult Controls

For the WCO children there was a highly significant difference between their performance on
the WCO and on the ELK condition: t(12) = 6.883 P≤ 0.0001. There was a marginally
significant effect of group, but no significant interaction of group and condition.

df1 df2 F
condition

p-value

1

19

49.522 0.000*

group * condition 1

19

0.336

0.569

group

19

4.347

0.051

1

Table 9: MANOVA Results WCO-Children
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2.7 Discussion of Results

In this experiment two hypotheses were tested: the Felicity Hypothesis and the Scope
Hypothesis. The Felicity Hypothesis states that increasing the felicity of the pronoun in the
test sentences will cause children to perform more adult-like on WCO sentences. An earlier
study of the acquisition of Weak Crossover (e.g. Lewis 2000) suggested that more than 80%
of the children incorrectly accepted the bound-variable reading of WCO-sentences. However,
in this experiment 61.9% of the children correctly rejected WCO sentences. From this
improved performance the following conclusions can be drawn:

1. The methodological modification indeed increases the felicity of the pronoun.
2. WCO does derive from UG, at least insofar as acquisition by the age of 5 indicates UG
derivation.

The second hypothesis is the Scope Hypothesis, which predicts that children will show
a significant contrast between WCO sentences and sentences in which the quantifier can take
exceptional wide scope (e.g. Ruys 2000). The results indicate that the WCO children, i.e.
those children who consistently reject the bound-variable reading in WCO sentences, are
indeed aware of the contrast, since there is a highly significant contrast between the two
sentence types (p ≤ 0.0001). The results thus lend support to Ruys’ scope-based account of
Weak Crossover and variable-binding in general. Furthermore, the results suggest that the
connection between scope and variable binding is indeed derivable from UG.
Surprisingly, about half of the adult subjects consistently rejected the bound-variable
interpretation of sentences of the ELK-condition. This could be due to the fact that adults
often tend to judge the appropriateness of a certain sentence, rather than the truth of the
statement relative to context. One adult indicated that he found the test statement to be false
when the first event temporally preceded the second event. He noted that for him the test
sentence would only be acceptable if the word toen (“when”) were replaced by nadat (“after
that”). A second possibility is that the fact that the protagonists Tom and Pete were explicitly
pointed out in the statement preceding the test statement strongly biased the sentence towards
a deictic interpretation of the pronoun. Adults may have assumed that they should take Tom
or Pete as the referent of the pronoun and thus may have judged the sentence to be false, even
though they in principle allow a bound-variable interpretation in such constructions. If this is
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indeed the reason, then it is surprising that children do not appear to be affected so much by
this bias.
However, many questions are still left unanswered. First of all, an important question
is whether children show the same pattern when the universal quantifier ieder is used, rather
than elk. Second, more investigation is needed regarding the role of the relative order of the
pronoun and the quantifier. Though there is a significant contrast between children’s
judgements on WCO sentences and sentences in which the quantifier can take exceptional
wide scope, a difference in the ordering of the pronoun and the quantifier could have
confounded the results. In WCO sentences the pronoun precedes the quantifier, while in the
ELK-condition the quantifier precedes the pronoun. The follow-up experiment described in
the next section will address these questions.
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3. Experiment II

3.1 Hypotheses

In experiment I, about 60 percent of the children that showed adult-like command of
universal quantifiers appear to have acquired the Weak Crossover constraint. Furthermore,
those children that consistently rejected the bound readings of weak crossover sentences
accepted the bound variable interpretations of sentences such as (85) significantly more often.

(85)

Toen elke soldaati binnenkwam, salueerde hiji.
When each soldieri came in, hei saluted.

The first purpose of this second experiment is to replicate the findings of the previous
experiment under a slightly different design. At the same time, two different hypotheses are
tested: the Lexical Hypothesis and the Precedence Hypothesis.
In the first experiment only the universal quantifier elk (each/every) was tested.
However, in Dutch there is another, almost synonymous universal quantifier, ieder. Though in
section 1.2.2 it was established that these quantifiers are truth-conditionally equivalent, it is
still relevant to see whether the specific quantifier children are presented with affects their
judgements. The Lexical Hypothesis states that children’s judgements, like adult’s
judgements, are not affected by the choice of quantifier.
In experiment I, many of the four and five-year olds were sensitive to the contrast
between WCO-sentences and sentences in which the quantifier can take exceptional wide
scope (like 85). However, it was noted that this result may be confounded because of the
differences between the WCO-sentences and sentences in which exceptional variable-binding
is allowed, most notably the difference in the relative ordering of the pronoun and the
quantifier. That is, in a WCO-sentence the pronoun linearly precedes the quantifier, and in the
other sentence type the quantifier precedes the pronoun. It is therefore possible that the
significant contrast found in the previous study reflects a strategy in which children reject
bound-variable interpretations when the pronoun precedes the quantifier, and accept boundvariable interpretations when the ordering is reversed. The Precedence Hypothesis states that
children are more affected by linear precedence than adults. This predicts (i) that children who
have acquired Weak Crossover will reject bound-variable interpretations of sentences in
which the pronoun precedes the quantifier significantly more often than bound-variable
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readings of sentences in which the quantifier precedes the pronoun, and (ii) they will differ
significantly from adults in this respect.
3.2. Subjects33

A group of 124 Dutch pre-school children was interviewed. A total of 46 children
passed the inclusion criteria (see section 3.2 for more details). This group consisted of 21 boys
and 25 girls, who were between 4 and 6 years old. All of the included subjects are
monolingual speakers of Dutch. The children were tested at two Dutch primary schools. The
subject statistics for the included subjects are summarized in table 10 below. An adult native
speaker control group was also included. This group consisted of 10 men and 10 women
between the ages of 14 and 49, all non-linguists.

group

N

age range (years; mos) mean age standard deviation

children 46 4;4 – 6;6

5;9

6 mos

adults

25;4

10 yrs , 9 mos

20 14;10 – 49;11

Table 10: Subject Statistics

3.3. Design

In this experiment children were tested using a Truth-Value Judgement task. Unlike
the first experiment, this study had a between-subjects design. Different groups of subjects
were randomly assigned to different levels of different conditions. Furthermore, in this
experiment children were only presented with only one trial of the test and control conditions
that contained a universal quantifier. The motivation behind this is that when children are
presented with multiple trials, the experiment runs the risk of so-called carry-over effects.
That is, children’s judgements on earlier trials may interfere with their judgements on later
trials.
Like in the previous experiment there are two protagonists, e.g. the boys Tom and
Pete. However, unlike in experiment I, the boys are not always the objects of the actions;

33

I would like to thank the teachers and children at the Beurthonk and the St. Nicolaas School in Odijk for their
participation in this study. Furthermore, I would like to thank Saskia Peels, Ingrid Soullié, Daan Westendorp,
Sophie van Gurp and Vincent Kwakkel for their assistance in running and designing the experiment.
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rather, occasionally they are the actors. All the test and control conditions are presented in a
single story about the two protagonists, their mothers and their pet pigs.
The experiment contained 6 control conditions and 3 test conditions. Examples of each
condition are presented in table 11 below:
Condition
T
F
EDAF/IDAF

Type

Example

control see appendix D
control see appendix D
control De moeder van Tom droeg elke/iedere jongen.
Tom´s mother carried each/every boy.
EBVT/IBVT
control Elke/iedere moeder gaf haar zoon een stukje taart.
Each/every mother gave her son a piece of cake.
EBVF/IBVF
control Elke/iedere jongen kuste zijn varken
Each/every boy kissed his pig.
EWCO/IWCO test
Zijn moeder kuste elke/iedere jongen
His mother kissed each/every boy.
EZ/IZ (QP)
test
Toen elke/iedere jongen binnenkwam kuste zijn
moeder een varken.
When each/every boy finished, his mother kissed a
pig.
ZE/ZI (PQ)
test
Zijn moeder kuste een varken toen elke/iedere
jongen binnenkwam.
His mother kissed a pig when each/every boy came
in.
Table 11: Summary of Conditions and Sentence Types

Target
Answer
TRUE
FALSE
FALSE
TRUE
FALSE
FALSE
TRUE

TRUE?

Each subject was tested on the F and T items, i.e. statements which were saliently true
or false in the context, and which served as attention controls. Approximately half of the
subjects were tested using the quantifier elk, while the other half was tested using the
quantifier ieder. In other words, half of the subjects were presented with EDAF, EBVT,
EBVF, and EWCO, while the other half was presented with IDAF, IBVT, IBVF, IWCO.
However, there was a further subdivision, as subjects were only presented with one of the
possible orderings of the pronoun and the quantifier in the final test-condition. They were
either presented with one level of the QP condition (IZ or EZ), or with one level of the PQ
condition (ZI or ZE). The build-up of the experiment is schematically represented in figure 3
below:
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Figure 3: Schematic Representation Design Experiment II

The (I/E)DAF-condition in this experiment was set up in the same way as the DAF
condition in experiment I. The test sentence of this condition primes a one-actor event.
However, this sentence is false because the context describes a two-actor event. In experiment
I, many children were excluded because they failed this control condition, i.e. they incorrectly
judged the sentence to be true. One hypothesis is that this performance is caused by the
possessive construction that was used, namely the construction with the possessive marker -´s
(as in 86a). The possessive ´s construction is arguably harder to process than the analytic
construction in which the free morpheme van (of) signals possession (86b). This is reflected
in the fact that, the analytic construction emerges before the possessor-s construction in child
language (Van Kampen and Corver 2005). In this experiment children were therefore
presented with the analytic construction.

(86)

a.

Tom’s moeder
Tom’s mother

b.

De moeder van Tom
The mother of Tom.

The (I/E)BVT-condition was also present in the last experiment. In this condition
children were presented with a two-actor event. The test sentence in this condition is a
sentence in which a bound-variable interpretation is allowed, and children are thus expected
to judge the test sentence to be true. This condition examines whether children are, in
principle, able to construct bound-readings for the pronoun.
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In this experiment a third control condition was added, (I/E) BVF, which is a condition
in which the bound-variable interpretation is false, and a deictic reading is true. Children were
presented with a one-actor event, in which one of the actors did something to both of the
objects. The test sentence only allowed a bound interpretation of the pronoun. This condition
served to remind children of the deictic interpretation of the pronoun.
The WCO condition was set up in the same way as in the previous experiment.
Children were presented with a two-actor event. The test sentence was true under a boundvariable reading, but false under a deictic reading. When children have acquired the WCO
constraint they are expected to reject the test sentence, while children whose grammars allow
a bound reading of the pronoun should incorrectly accept the test sentence.
The sentences of IZ, EZ, ZI, and ZE conditions were superficially similar to the ELK
condition in the previous experiment. However, there were some important modifications.
First of all, the pronoun in the main clause was embedded in a genitive construction to make
the sentence more similar to Weak Crossover sentences. The modification is presented in (86)

(86)

a.

Experiment I: Toen elke soldaat opstond, salueerde hij.
When each soldier got up, he saluted.

b.

Experiment II: Toen elke jongen binnenkwam, kuste zijn moeder een varken.
When each boy came in, his mother kissed a pig.

The set up of the context was also modified. This time the two protagonists are in a race with
a group of three other male referents. The test sentence describes two events, a boys finishes,
and his mother kisses a pig. First boy one finishes, and his mother simultaneously kisses a
pig. Then the second boy finishes, and his mother also kisses a pig. The test sentence is true
under a bound-variable interpretation, as Tom’s mother kissed a pig when Tom finished and
Pete’s mother kissed a pig when Pete finished. If, however, children do not allow exceptional
variable binding, they should judge the sentence to be false, as it was not the case that a
certain mother kissed a pig when every boy finished. The same set-up was used for the ZE/ZI
condition which differed from EZ/IZ only in the placement of the adjunct. However, because
of this, the order between the pronoun and the quantifier is reversed34

34

If in the EZ/IZ sentences exceptional variable binding is allowed because of exceptional wide scope, then this
should also apply to the ZI/ZE sentences. The quantifier would have to (exceptionally) raise past one clause
boundary to a position from which it can c-command the pronoun. If, however, other factors are interfering (like
linear order), then we may expect subjects to differ in their judgements of the two sentence types.
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In the previous experiment an attempt was made to improve the felicity of the pronoun
in the test statement by presenting possible discourse referents for the pronoun in the
statement preceding the test sentence. However, the set up may have unwittingly biased the
sentence towards an adult-false reading. The fact that the sentences were linked by the
conjunction and may have caused children and adults to be confused by the fact that the
preceding statement made reference to two boys, while the pronoun is singular. To remedy
this bias, the test statement and the preceding statement were presented as two separate
sentences in this experiment.

(85)

Experiment I: Tom and Pete were happy and his mother kissed each boy.
Experiment II: Tom and Pete were happy…. His mother kissed each boy.

When a subject judged a sentence to be false, this was scored as 1, when a subject
judged a statement to be true, his was scored as 0. Subjects were included when they passed
all the control conditions (e.g. T, F, DAF, BVT, BVF). During the analysis it was noted that
many subjects failed the BVF condition (i.e. more than one-third). This is hypothesized to be
due to a design flaw in the pictures35. However, since it is impossible to separate the subjects
that were misled by this flaw from the subjects that had problems rejecting bound-variable
interpretations or who did not pay attention, all subjects that incorrectly judged the test
sentence of this condition to be true were excluded.

3.4. Procedure

The participants in this study were tested on the “picture-story guessing game”
paradigm of the Truth Value Judgement Task. In this version of the Truth Value Judgement
task a storyteller reads out picture-story to the child. A puppet makes guesses about the story,
which are plausibly false half the time since the puppet cannot see the pictures. The child is
expected to tell the puppet whether his guesses are correct or not. The procedure of this
experiment was almost the same as the procedure of experiment I. One difference is that this
experiment included warm-up items which introduced children to the task and which allowed
them to practise before the actual test session began. Another difference is that since children

35

See appendix F for the pictures that were used.
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were only presented with one trial of those conditions containing a universal quantifier, a nonresponse on any of these conditions would mean automatic exclusion from the experiment.
For the adult controls the procedure was also the same as in experiment I, except that
adults were explicitly instructed not to judge the appropriateness, but rather the truth of the
test-statement.

3.5. Materials

The subjects were presented with only one trial of certain conditions in a single picture
story. Coloured pictures were presented on the top-half of the right-hand page. Only
occasionally were two pictures presented on the same page, that is, only when they are part of
the same event. The test conditions all used the same predicate, e.g. kiss, to make them more
comparable. The ordering of the conditions was the same across subjects.
(DAF>BVT>BVF>WCO>QP/PQ). The set up of the test condition and of the QP/PQ
condition are presented below:

Picture 1
Tom and Pete ask their mothers to kiss their pigs. The mothers do not want to kiss the pigs
and look disgusted. However, the mothers do want to kiss the boys. So Pete’s mother kisses
Pete, and Tom’s mother kisses Tom.
Tom en Piet waren blij…
Tom and Pete were happy…
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Zijn moeder kuste elke jongen.
His mother kissed each boy.
Zijn moeder kuste iedere jongen.
His mother kissed every boy.

(for EWCO)
(for IWCO)

Picture 2

Picture 3
Tom and Pete are in a race with three teenagers. Their mothers tell them that if they beat the
teenagers in the race, they will kiss their pigs. First it seems like the teenagers will win, but
just before the end Tom and Pete catch up with them. Pete finishes first, and as promised
Pete’s mother kisses Pete’s pig (see picture 2). Tom finishes second, and as promised Tom’s
mother kisses Tom’s pig. (see picture 3)
Even zien...Tom en Piet hebben gewonnen...Ik weet het..
Let’s see… Tom and Pete have won.. I know…
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Toen elke jongen binnenkwam, kuste zijn moeder een varken (for EZ)
When each boy finished, his mother kissed a pig.
Zijn moeder kuste een varken, toen elke jongen binnenkwam (for ZE)
His mother kissed a pig, when each boy finished.
Toen iedere jongen binnenkwam, kuste zijn moeder een varken (for IZ)
When every boy finished, his mother kissed a pig.
Zijn moeder kuste een varken, toen iedere jongen binnenkwam (for ZI)
His mother kissed a pig, when every boy entered.
3.6 Results

3.6.1 All Included subjects

A total of 124 subjects were tested, but only 46 of them passed the inclusion criteria.
The performance of this group on the different test and control conditions is summarized in
table 12 below:

Condition Number True %

False %

EWCO

20

30 (6)

70 (14)

IWCO

26

42.3 (11) 57.7 (15)

EZ

7

71.4 (5)

28.6 (2)

ZE

13

53.8 (7)

46.2 (6)

IZ

11

72.7 (8)

27.3 (3)

ZI

15

33.3 (5)

66.7 (10)

Table 12: Performance Included Subject

Mann-Whitney tests revealed that there was no significant effect of quantifier, as summarized
in table 13 below:

Comparison

Mann-Whitney U Z

Asymp. Sig

EZ-IZ

38.00

-.58

.954

ZE-ZI

77.500

-1.074 .283

EWCO-IWCO 228.00

-.848

.396

Table 13: The Effect of Quantifier on Performance
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Since there was no effect of the factor quantifier, the data were pooled into three metaconditions: WCO, PQ and QP. The names of the latter two conditions indicate the order in
which the pronoun (P) and the quantifier (Q) occur. The new pooled percentages are
presented in table 14, and the distribution of the data is presented in graph 3.

Condition

N

True (%)

False (%)

pooled EZ/IZ =QP

18 72.05 (13) 27.95 (5)

pooled ZE/ZI = PQ

28 43.55 (12) 56.45 (16)

pooled EWCO/IWCO 46 36.15 (17) 63.85 (29)
Table 14: Pooled Percentages Included Subjects

performance
,00
1,00

80,00

Mean percentage

60,00

40,00

20,00

0,00
PQ

QP

WCO

condition

Graph 3: Performance Included Subjects

A Kruskall-Wallis test revealed that there are significant effects between the different
conditions (χ2 (3)= 7.917, p≥ .048, which is significant at the 5% level). Mann-Whitney tests
were carried out to determine which contrasts are significant:
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Comparison Mann-Whitney U Z

Asymp. Sig

WCO - QP

268.00

-2.522 0.012*

WCO - PQ

606.00

-.501

QP - PQ

178.00

-1.930 .054(*)

.616

Table 15: Results Mann-Whitney Tests.

As can be seen in table 15, there was a significant contrast between QP on the one hand, and
WCO on the other. Furthermore, there was an almost significant contrast between QP and PQ.
There were no significant differences between PQ and WCO.
Mann-Whitney tests were performed to check for effects of gender. The results are
summarized in table 16 below:
Condition Mann-Whitney U Z

Asymp Sign.

QP

36.00

-.511

.609

PQ

80.00

-.866

.386

WCO

199.00

-1.675 .094

Table 16: Effects of Gender

A Kruskal-Wallis test revealed that neither the school children go to, not the group
they are in at school have any effect on the test conditions. The results are presented in table
17.
condition χ2

df p-value

QP

5.231 5

.388

PQ

5.996 5

.307

WCO

9.917 5

.078

Table 17: The Effect of School/Group on Performance

In order to determine whether there was any effect of age on performance, the subjects were
divided into three age groups: 4-year olds, 5-year olds and 6-year olds. The number of
subjects in each group is summarized in the table 18 below.
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age group

N

4-year olds 336
5-year olds 27
6-year olds 16
Table 18: Number of Subjects per Age Group

A Kruskal-Wallis test revealed that there was no significant effect of age on condition. The
results are summarized in table 19 below.
condition χ2

df p-value

QP

1.428 2

.490

PQ

2.297 2

.317

WCO

1.331 2

.514

Table 19: The Effect of Age on Performance.

3.6.2 The WCO-Children

Of the 46 subjects that were included in the study, 29 judged WCO sentences to be
false. The children in this subgroup appear to have acquired the Weak Crossover Constraint,
and will henceforth be called the WCO-children. These children were between 4; 6 and 6; 6
years old, with a mean age of 5; 10 (SD = 5.5 mos). There were 13 girls and 16 boys in this
group. The performance of these subjects on the different conditions is summarized in the
table below:
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There were 31 4-year olds in the group of 124 subjects that was interviewed. However, only 3 managed to pass
the inclusion criteria. Kruskal-Wallis tests revealed that 4-year olds performed significantly worse than the 5 and
6-year olds on both the DAF and the BVF condition (DAF: χ2 (2) = 12.82 p ≥ .002, BVF: χ2 (2) = 7.806 p ≥
.020) For the BVF condition this is possibly caused by the fact that because of inconsistencies in the pictures
(see section 3.4) the WM demands of the story were heightened. For DAF it is unclear what causes the 4-year
olds to perform so much worse. One hypothesis is that children who judge this condition may have a processing
strategy, which causes them to ignore the subjects and only, and only judge the main event of the sentence (see
chapter 4 for more elaboration.
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Condition N

True (%) False (%)

EZ

4

50 (2)

50 (2)

ZE

10 40 (4)

60 (6)

IZ

6

66.7 (4)

33.3 (2)

ZI

9

11.1 (1)

88.9 (8)

Table 21: Performance WCO-Children

Mann-Whitney tests revealed that also within this subgroup there is no significant effect of
quantifier (see table 21), and therefore the groups are pooled again. The pooled percentages
are presented in table 22, and graph 4.
Comparison Mann-Whitney U Z

Asymp. Sig

EZ/IZ

10.00

-.500

.617

ZE/ZI

32.00

-1.390 .165

Table 21: Effects of Quantifier on Performance
condition N

true %

false %

QP

10 58.35 (6) 41.65 (4)

PQ

19 25.55 (5) 75.45 (14)

Table 22: Pooled Percentages WCO-Children
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Graph 4: Performance WCO-Children
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A Mann-Whitney test revealed a marginally significant contrast between QP and PQ: Mann
Whitney U = 63.00, z= 1.746, p ≥ 0.08137.
There was no significant effect of gender or school on children’s performance, as can
be seen in tables 23 and 24 below:

Condition Mann-Whitney U Z

Asymp Sign.

QP

6.500

-1.069 .383

PQ

41.500

-.374

.780

Table 23: The Effect of Gender on Performance
condition χ2

df p-value

QP

4.625 4

.328

PQ

3.624 5

.603

Table 24: The Effect of School/Group on Performance
There is a marginally significant effect of age on the PQ condition (p≥0.075). Further
analyses revealed that this difference is due to the fact that 6-year olds accepted PQ sentences
more often than 5-year olds. However, because of the small cell-counts it is impossible to
draw conclusions from this (see table 26).
condition χ2

df p-value

QP

1.143 1

.285

PQ

5.183 2

.075(*)

Table 25: The Effect of Age on Performance

age group

N

4-year olds 1
5-year olds 18
6-year olds 10
Table 26: Number of Subjects per Age Group

37

Highly significant contrasts are not expected, because of the small cell-count of the conditions (e.g. QP = 10.
PQ =19).
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3.6.3. The Adult Control Group

The performance of the adult control group on the different test conditions is
summarized in table 27 below:

Condition Number True % Percentage %
EWCO

10

0 (0)

100 (10)

IWCO

10

0 (0)

100 (10)

EZ

5

100 (5) 0 (0)

ZE

5

40 (2)

60 (3)

IZ

5

80 (4)

20 (1)

ZI

5

20 (1)

80 (4)

Table 27: Performance Adults

As with the children, there was no significant effect of quantifier on performance (see table
28). Therefore, the performance of the adults was pooled into the QP, PQ, and WCOcondition.

Comparison Mann-Whitney U Z

Asymp. Sig

EZ/IZ

10.00

-1.00 .317

ZE/ZI

10.00

-.655 .513

Table 28: The Effect of Quantifier on Adult Performance

Condition

N

True % False %

pooled EZ/IZ =QP

10 90 (9)

10 (1)

pooled ZE/ZI = PQ

10 30 (3)

70 (7)

pooled EWCO/IWCO 20 0 (0)

100 (20)

Table 29: Pooled Percentages Adult Controls

A Mann-Whitney test revealed a highly significant contrast between QP and PQ: Mann
Whitney U = 20, Z= -2.667, p≥ .008, which is significant at the 1% level. Furthermore, there
was also a highly significant contrast between WCO and QP: Mann Whitney U = 10, Z= 4.986, p≤ .0001
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3.6.4 The Adults versus the Children

Next the performance of the children and the adult control groups is compared. Graph
5 shows the differences between the adult control group and the group of included subjects.

Graph 5: Adult Controls versus Included Subjects

Mann-Whitney Tests revealed a highly significant effect of group (e.g. adults vs. children) for
the WCO-condition. For the QP and PQ condition the contrasts were not significant (see table
30).

Condition Mann-Whitney U Z

Asymp Sign.

WCO

290.00

-3.131 .002**

QP

74.00

-1.079 .281

PQ

122.00

-.705

.481

Table 30: Contrasts Adult Controls and Included Children

The performance of the WCO children and the adult controls on the QP and PQ condition is
presented in graph 6.
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Graph 6: Adult Controls versus WCO-Children

There is no statistically significant contrast between the WCO-children and the adult controls.

Condition Mann-Whitney U Z

Asymp Sign.

QP

35.00

-1.510 .131

PQ

91.50

-.207

.836

Table 31: Contrasts Adult Controls and WCO-Children

3.7 Discussion of Results

The results of this study suggest first of all that children, like adults, are not influenced
by the choice of quantifier. There is no significant difference between their performance on
the quantifier elk and the quantifier ieder.
Furthermore, as in experiment I approximately 60 percent (e.g. 64%) of the subjects
that showed evidence of being able to process and interpret universal quantifiers (i.e. those
subjects that passed the inclusion criteria) showed evidence of having acquired the Weak
Crossover constraint. Furthermore, there is a marginally significant contrast between
children’s performance on the WCO condition and on the QP condition. In other words, the
results of experiment I are replicated under a different design.
The relative ordering of the pronoun and the quantifier does have a (marginally)
significant effect on children’s performance, both for the included subjects (p ≥.054) and for
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the WCO children (p ≥ 0.081). However, there is also a significant effect of precedence on
adult performance (p ≤ .0001). Children are thus not more affected by the relative order
between quantifier and pronoun than adults. In fact, there are no significant differences
between adults and children on any condition except on the WCO condition, in which
children allow a bound-variable interpretation more often than adults.
Note that though adults allowed the bound-variable reading of the ELK-condition
about 50% of the time in the first experiment, adults now accept the bound-variable reading in
the similar EZ/IZ sentences about 90% of the time. One possible explanation is that the fact
that in the previous experiment the test statement was biased towards a deictic reading did
influence the results, in that it caused adults who in principle allowed a bound-variable
reading of the sentence to reject the sentence. In section 2.7 it was also noted that some
subjects appeared to judge the appropriateness rather than the truth of the sentence. In this
experiment adults were explicitly instructed to only judge the truth of the sentence, which
may have influenced the results. Furthermore, the fact that the two events of the test statement
occurred simultaneously may have made the use of toen (‘when’) more felicitous for certain
adults.
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4. Discussion and Conclusion

Experiment I tested the prediction that a methodological modification to increase the
felicity of the test statement would cause children to perform more adult-like. This prediction
was borne out because the participants in experiment I rejected the bound-variable reading of
WCO sentences significantly more often than the subjects of Lewis (2000). Furthermore, this
result was replicated in experiment II under a different experimental design. That is, in
experiment I 61.9% of the subjects correctly reject the bound-reading of WCO sentences, and
in experiment II 64% of the subjects behaved adult-like. This suggests that pragmatic felicity
indeed influences children’s judgements. Furthermore, it also suggests that WCO indeed
derives from UG. If this were not the case, then increased felicity should not have improved
children’s performance.
However, the question is why not all subjects correctly rejected WCO sentences.
Following the Strong Continuity assumption all children should have access to the constraint,
so what prevents children from displaying this knowledge? According to Crain et al (1995)
children, unlike adults, are unable to accommodate presupposition failures, which is why
pragmatic infelicity affects their judgements to a high degree. One hypothesis is that the
methodological modification makes the test statement felicitous for some subjects, though not
for all. The latter group may have judged WCO sentences to be true according to the Principle
of Charity.38
Another logical option is that it is not pragmatic felicity that plays a role, but rather the
way children process WCO sentences. In experiment I, 33.7 percent of the subjects failed the
DAF control condition in which children were presented with sentences like Tom’s father
pushed each boy in a situation where each boy was pushed by his own father. One hypothesis
is this performance is due to a processing strategy in which children “ignore” the subject and
only pay attention to the main event of the sentence. Since the main event (e.g. pushing each
boy) was true in the story, children who use this strategy are expected to incorrectly judge
sentences of the DAF condition to be true. Though children who failed the DAF items were
excluded from the task, it is possible that when presented with a difficult WCO sentence with
an infelicitous pronoun some children may again resort to this strategy, and thus judge a
WCO sentence to be true since the main event of the sentence is true in the context. In
experiment II, in which the possessive construction was changed, only 20 percent of the
38

In child language acquisition the Principle of Charity would amount to the child setting aside its own beliefs
about the truth of the statements by assuming that the puppet or the adult must be right.
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subjects failed the DAF condition. This suggests that changing the possessive construction
worked. Note, however, that WCO sentences have a genitive construction which is more
similar to the possessive –s construction than to the analytic construction. Though children
may act more adult-like on the DAF condition when the possessive is an analytic possessive,
they may still resort to the strategy in the WCO condition. A question is what the nature of
this strategy could be. One option is that when the processing load of the sentence is too big,
children drop or ignore the subject because it is most easily recoverable from context (see
Bloom 1990). Another option is that when children are presented with elements or phrases
which are difficult, or infelicitous, they ignore (or delete) them. Further research should shed
more light on this.
Ruys’ (2000) scope based account predicted a significant contrast between sentences
of the type QP (in which the quantifier precedes the pronoun) and WCO sentences. These
differences were found within-subjects in experiment I, and between subjects in experiment
II. Furthermore, in the second experiment a significant effect of precedence was found.
Children judged sentences in which the quantifier precedes the pronoun to be true more often
than sentences in which the ordering is reversed. At first sight this suggests that children may
only judge WCO sentences to be false because the pronoun precedes the quantifier. However,
an adult control group revealed that the same preference is also present in adults, and is even
stronger in this group. In fact, the included subjects are similar to adults on all conditions
except the WCO condition.
Further research will have to determine whether the hypothesis concerning children’s
processing of WCO sentences is correct, and how exactly felicity influences adult
judgements. At the same time more research is required concerning the role of linear
precedence on variable binding, as both children and adults seem to be affected by it.
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6 Appendix A: Results All Interviewed Subjects Experiment I

For Experiment I 44 subjects were interviewed, 22 boys and 23 girls. However, less
than half of them passed the inclusion criteria. In this section the results of all interviewed
subjects are reported.

nr. of
age range
subjects
44
4;2 -6;1
Table 32: Subject Statistics

mean age

SD

5;1

7 months

On average the children reject the blocked readings of WCO sentences 45 percent of the time,
while they reject a bound-variable interpretation of ELK-sentences about 30 percent of the
time. In graph 7 the results of these subjects is compared to the results of the adult control
group.

Graph 7: All Children Compared to Adult Controls.

A MANOVA was performed on the data, the results of which are summarized in table 32
below. The results show a significant effect of group (e.g. adults vs. children), and for both
groups also an effect of condition. The interaction between group and condition was
marginally significant.
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df1 df2 F
condition

P-value

1

48

20.195 0.000*

group * condition 1

48

3.765

0.058 (*)

group

48

9.381

0.004*

1

Table 33: MANOVA Adults vs. Children
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6. Appendix B: Pilot Test Experiment I

11 Children participated in this pilot test, 5 boys and 6 girls. The relevant subject
statistics are presented in table 34.

nr. of
age range
subjects
11
4;4 -5;11
Table 34: Subject Statistics

mean age

SD

5;1

7 mos

These subjects were presented with a first version of the task that was presented to 44 other
children. This version lacked the explicit reference to the relevant characters and the relevant
event before the test statement was presented. The performance of the subjects on the control
conditions is presented in table 35 below. When a subject judged a sentence to be true, this
was coded as a 0, when a subject judged a sentence to be false, this was coded as a 1. An
asterisk indicates that the performance is non-target like:

Subject T

F

DAF

BVT

1

0/6

6/6

0/3*

0/3

2

0/6

6/6

0/3*

0/3

3

1/6

5/6

3/3

3/3*

4

0/6

6/6

0/3*

0/3

5

0/6

6/6

0/3*

0/3

6

1/6

6/6

3/3

2/3*

7

2/6

6/6

3/3

0/3

8

0/6

6/6

1/3*

2/3*

9

0/6

6/6

1/3*

3/3*

10

0/6

6/6

1/3*

1/3

11

0/6

6/6

0/3*

0/3

Table 35: Performance on Pilot

To summarize, only subject 7 is accurate on the quantifier controls. Some subjects
judged all sentences containing a universal quantifier to be true (e.g. subjects 1,2,4,5, and 11).
Subjects 8 and 9 incorrectly judged DAF sentences to be true and BVT sentences to be false.
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Furthermore, subjects 3 and 6 passed the DAF but failed the BVT condition. In other words,
they always judged sentences containing a universal quantifier to be false.
Note that all these subjects were well able to judge T-items to be true and to judge Fitems to be false. This suggests that it is not a blind YES or NO-bias that is the problem for
many subjects, but rather the presence of the universal quantifier.
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7. Appendix C: Results Included Subjects Experiment II per Quantifier

The following graphs represent the performance of subjects on the test conditions, split out
per quantifier.

Graph 8: Performance on the Quantifier elk.

Graph 9: Performance on the Quantifier Ieder
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Mann-Whitney tests revealed no significant difference between ZE and EZ (Mann Whitney U
= 37.5 Z = -.746 P = 0.456) and a marginally significant contrast between ZI and IZ (Mann
Whitney U = 50 Z = -1.946. P= 0.052).
There is a marginally significant contrast between IZ and IWCO, as revealed by a
Mann-Whitney Test (Mann-Whitney U = 99.5, Z = -1.669, p ≥ 0.095), but there is no
significant contrast between ZI and IWCO (p>0.10). Furthermore, there is also an almost
significant difference between EWCO and EZ (Mann Whitney U = 41.00, z = -1.884. p ≥
0.060). There is no significant contrast between WCO and ZI (p>0.10).
Graphs 10 and 11 represent the performance of the WCO-children split out per
quantifier.

Graph 10: Performance WCO-Children on Quantifier Elk.
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Graph 11: Performance WCO-Children on Quantifier Ieder

Mann-Whitney tests revealed a significant contrast between IZ and ZI (Mann Whitney U
=12.00, Z= -2.160. p ≥ .031. However, there is no significant contrast between EZ and ZE
(Mann-Whitney U = 18.00, Z = -.329, p ≥ .742).
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8. Appendix D: All Interviewed Subjects Experiment II

A total of 124 children were interviewed in experiment II, 59 boys and 65 girls. Three
children were excluded because they failed to complete the task. Another three children failed
to judge the WCO-items, but judged all of the other items. The remaining children were
between 4; 2 and 6; 8 years old, with a mean age of 5; 5 (SD 8 mos). Table 36 and graphs 12
and 13 summarize the performance of this group on each condition.

Condition Number Percentage True Percentage False
EWCO

64

43.8 (28)

56.2 (36)

IWCO

54

44.4 (24)

55.5 (30)

EZ

31

71.0 (22)

29.0 (9)

ZE

32

46.9 (15)

53.1(17)

IZ

27

63.0 (17)

37.0 (10)

ZI

31

51.6 (16)

48.4 (15)

Table 36: Results All Interviewed Subjects per Condition

Graph 12: Performance All Interviewed Subjects on Quantifier Elk
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Graph 13: Performance All Interviewed Subjects on Quantifier Ieder

Again here, there is no effect of quantifier, which is why the data are pooled across quantifier.

Comparison

Mann-Whitney U Z

EZ/IZ

385.00

-.642 .525

ZE/ZI

472.50

-.373 .709

EWCO/IWCO 1716.00

Asymp. Sig

-.075 .940

Table 37: The Effect of Quantifier on Performance

Condition

N

True %

False %

pooled EZ/IZ =QP

58

67 (39)

33 (19)

pooled ZE/ZI = PQ

63

49 (31)

51 (32)

pooled EWCO/IWCO 118 44.1 (52) 55.9 (66)
Table 38: Pooled Percentages All Interviewed Subjects

Mann-Whitney tests revealed a significant contrast between WCO and QP, and an almost
significant contrast between QP and PQ.
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Comparison Mann-Whitney U Z

Asymp. Sig

WCO - QP

2658.00

-2.779 .005**

WCO - PQ

3557.50

-.550

QP - PQ

1520.00

-1.846 .065 (*)

.582

Table 39: Comparison Conditions

Graph 14: Performance Adult Controls versus All Subjects

Mann-Whitney Tests revealed that there was only a significant contrast between adults and
children on the WCO-condition, see table 40:

Condition Mann-Whitney U Z

Asymp Sign.

WCO

660.00

-3.747 .000**

QP

224.00

-1.448 .148

PQ

254.40

-1.123 .261

Table 40: Contrasts Adult Controls and All Subjects
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10. Appendix E: Materials Experiment 1, One Full Block
Block 1: Dierentuin (‘Zoo’) (CTRL-Y + CF)

Storyteller:

(Dit verhaaltje gaat over twee jongetjes, Tom en Piet. Tom en Piet zijn beste
vrienden). Vandaag gaan Tom en Piet met hun oma’s naar de dierentuin.
(This is a story about two boys, Tom and Pete. Tom and Pete are best friends).
Today Tom and Pete are going to the zoo with their grandmothers.
Drakie, kun je iets vertellen over dit verhaaltje?
Drakie, can you tell us something about this story?

Puppet:

Tom en Piet gingen naar het strand (CF).
Tom and Pete went to the beach.

Child:

Target answer: NO
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Storyteller:

De jongens hadden allebei een zak met pindas en die wilden ze aan de dieren
voeren, maar dat mocht niet.
The boys both had a bag of peanuts and they wanted to feed the peanuts to the
animals, but that was not allowed.

Storyteller:

Toen zei Piets oma: “Nou dan geef ik jou wel een pinda”, en ze voerde Piet een
pinda. En toen deed Toms oma hetzelfde bij Tom.
Then Pete’s grandmother said: “Well, then I will just give you a peanut”, and
she fed a peanut to Pete. And then Tom’s grandmother did the same to Tom.
Dus, dit is Piet en dit is Piets oma en Piets oma geeft een pinda aan Piet. En dit
is Tom en dit is Toms oma en Toms oma gaf Tom ook een pinda.
So, this is Pete and this is Pete’s grandmother and Pete’s grandmother gives a
peanut to Pete. And this is Tom and this is Tom’s grandmother, and Tom’s
grandmother gave Tom also a peanut.
Drakie, kun jij vertellen wat er gebeurde?
Drakie, can you tell us what happened?

Puppet:

Piet en Tom waren in de dierentuin en elke jongen kreeg een pinda van zijn
oma. (CTRL-Y)
Pete and Tom were in the zoo and each boy was given a peanut by his
grandmother.

Child:

Target answer: YES
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Story 2: Vissen (‘Fish’) (CTRL-N + CT)

Storyteller:

Nu gaan Tom en Piet met hun vaders vissen. Eerst moeten ze een worm aan
hun haak doen, want anders kunnen ze geen vissen vangen.
Today Tom and Pete are going fishing with their fathers. First they have to put
worms on their hooks, because otherwise they cannot catch any fish.

Storyteller:

Piets vader heeft een blik met wormen en hij doet een worm aan Piets hengel.
Pete’s father has a can of worms and he attaches a worm to Pete’s rod.
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Storyteller:

Daarna doet Piets vader ook een worm aan Toms hengel.
After that Pete’s father also attaches a worm to Tom’s rod.

Storyteller:

Dan kunnen de jongens gaan vissen.
Then the boys can go fishing.
Drakie, kun jij iets vertellen over dit verhaaltje?
Drakie, can you tell us what happened?

Puppet:

Tom en Piet gaan vissen. (CT)
Tom and Pete go fishing.

Child:

Target answer: YES
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Storyteller:

Al heel snel hebben allebei de jongens een grote vis aan de haak, maar die
vissen zijn zo sterk dat ze de jongens bijna het water in trekken.
Very soon both boys have caught a big fish, but these fish are so strong that
they almost pull both the boys in the water.

Storyteller:

Piets vader moest Piet stevig vast houden en Toms vader moest Tom stevig vast
houden, zodat ze niet in het water zouden vallen.
Pete’s father had to hold on to Pete and Tom’s father had to hold on to Tom, to
prevent the boys from falling into the water.
Dus, dit is Piet en dit is Piets vader en Piets vader houdt Piet stevig vast zodat
Piet niet in het water valt. Dit is Tom en dit is Toms vader en Toms vader hield
Tom ook stevig vast.
So, this is Pete and this is Pete’s father and Pete’s father had to hold on to Pete
very tightly, to prevent Pete from falling into the water. This is Tom and this is
Tom’s father and Tom’s father hold on to Tom.
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Drakie, kun jij iets vertellen over het verhaaltje?
Drakie, can you tell us what happened in this story?
Puppet:

Tom en Piet waren aan het vissen en Toms vader hield elke jongen vast.
(CTRL-N)
Tom and Pete were fishing and Tom’s father held on to each boy.

Child:

Target answer: NO

Story 3: Kermis (‘Fairground’) (WCO + CF)

Storyteller:

Vandaag gaan Tom en Piet met hun moeders naar de kermis.
Today Tom and Pete are going to the fairground with their mothers.

Storyteller:

Op de kermis mogen Tom en Piet een suikerspin.
At the fairground Tom and Pete are allowed to have some cotton candy.
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Storyteller:

Als ze die eenmaal hebben krijgen ze ruzie omdat ze allebei denken dat de
andere een grotere suikerspin heeft.
Once they have the cotton candy, they start to argue because they both think
that the other boy has more cotton candy.
Drakie, vertel eens iets over dit verhaaltje.
Drakie, can you tell us what happened?

Puppet:

Tom en Piet krijgen een ijsje. (CF)
Tom and Pete have some ice cream.

Child:

Target answer: NO

Storyteller:

Ok, dus Tom en Piet kregen ruzie. Toms moeder wordt daar boos over en geeft
allebei de jongens op de kop.
Ok, so Tom and Pete got into a fight. Toms mother is gets very angry about
that and she scold both boys.
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Storyteller:

De jongens weten wel dat ze geen ruzie hadden moeten maken, en kijken
allebei erg sip.
The boys know that they should not have argued, and they both look very sad.

Storyteller:

Daarom gaf Toms moeder Tom een kus en gaf Piets moeder Piet een kus.
Therefore Tom’s mother gave Tom a kiss and Pete’s mother gave Pete a kiss.
Dus, dit is Tom en dit is Toms moeder. Toms moeder kust Tom. Dit is Piet en
dit is Piets moeder en Piets moeder deed hetzelfde bij Piet.
So, this is Tom and this is Tom’s mother, Tom’s mother kissed Tom. This is
Pete and this is Pete’s mother and Petes mother did the same to Pete.
Drakie, kun je iets vertellen over dit verhaaltje?
Drakie, can you tell us what happened?

Puppet:

Tom en Piet hebben ruzie gemaakt en zijn moeder kuste elke jongen. (=Test
sentence)
Tom and Pete have argued and his mother kissed each boy.
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Story 4 Wedstrijd (‘Race’) (NCC + CT):

Storyteller:

Op een dag zaten Tom en Piet op een bankje in het park. Iets verderop stonden
drie tieners.
One day Tom and Pete were sitting on a bench in the park. Three teenagers
were standing nearby.

Storyteller:

De tieners kwamen naar Tom en Piet toe en vroegen of Tom en Piet een
wedstrijdje wilden doen om te kijken wie er het hardst konden rennen. Dat
wilden Tom en Piet wel.
The teenagers came up to Tom and Pete to ask whether Tom and Pete wanted
to join them in a race, to find out who could run the fastest. Tom and Pete did
want to participate.
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Storyteller:

Ze renden allemaal zo hard als ze konden. De wedstrijd was heel erg zwaar en
ze waren allemaal heel erg moe. Drakie, kun je iets vertellen over dit
verhaaltje?
They all ran as fast as they could. The race was very heavy and they were all
very tired. Drakie, can you tell us what happened?

Puppet:

Tom en Piet deden een wedstrijdje met drie tieners.
Tom and Pete were in a race with three teenagers.

Child:

Target answer: YES

Storyteller:

Tom en Piet kwamen als eerst binnen bij de finish en daar bleven ze staan
wachten tot de tieners kwamen.
Tom and Pete finished first and then waited until the teenagers would finish.
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Storyteller:

Toen de tieners eenmaal binnenkwamen bij de finish waren ze zo moe, …
When the teenagers finally finished, they were so tired…..

… dat ze meteen gingen zitten om uit te rusten.
….that they immediately sat down to rest.
Dus, dit is Tom en dit is Piet en Tom en Piet staan. Dit zijn 3 tieners en de
tieners waren zo moe dat ze zijn gaan zitten.
So, this is Tom and this is Pete and Tom and Pete are standing at the finish
line. Here are three teenager and these teenagers were so tired that they sat
down.
Storyteller:

Drakie kun je iets vertellen over dit verhaaltje?
Drakie, can you tell us what happened?

Puppet:

Ehm, Tom en Piet wonnen en toen elke tiener binnen kwam ging hij zitten.
Ehm, Tom and Pete won and when each teenager finished he sat down.
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11. Appendix F: Materials Experiment II

PIGS

storyteller:

Dit verhaaltje gaat over twee jongetjes, Tom en Piet. Ze hebben veel
huisdieren. Tom heeft een varken dat heel klein is en ook twee grote katten, een
witte en een zwarte. En Piet heeft een konijn dat heel groot is en ook twee
kleine schildpadden.
This is a story about two boys, Tom and Pete. They have a lot of pets. Tom has
a pig that is very small, and also two big cats, a white one and a black one. And
Pete has a rabbit that is very big, and also two small turtles.

storyteller:

Op een dag wilden de moeder van Tom en de moeder van Piet een wandeling
gaan maken. “Maar eerst,” zei de moeder van Piet, “heb ik een nieuw huisdier
meegebracht voor Piet.” Ze hield het in haar armen. Drakie. Wat denk je dat
de moeder van Piet mee had gebracht?
One day Tom’s mother and Pete’s mother wanted to take a walk. “But first,”
said Pete’s mother, “I have brought along a new pet for Pete.” She held it in her
arms. Drakie, what do you think Pete’s mother has brought with her?

puppet:

Even denken...Ze had een schildpad meegebracht.
Let’s see… She brought along a turtle.
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child:

Nee, dat klopt niet. (F2)
No, that’s not right.

storyteller:

Probeer het nog een keer.
Try again.

puppet:

Hm...Ze had nog een varkentje meegebracht.
Hm…She brought another little pig.

child:

Ja, dat klopt. (T2)
Yes, that’s right.

storyteller:

Ze gingen wandelen. De jongens namen hun varkens mee. Maar kijk eens het
konijn komt er ook achteraan. En weet je wat? Dit konijn is niet zo maar een
konijn; hij is zork. Dat betekent dat hij zijn benen heel erg lang kan laten
groeien.
They went for a walk. The boys took along their pigs. But look, the rabbit is
also following them. And you know what. This is no ordinary rabbit; it is zork.
That means that he can make his legs grow very tall.
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storyteller:

Na een tijdje stopte het pad ineens en stonden ze voor een riviertje, maar er
was geen brug! “Hoe komen we hier overheen,” vroeg Piet. “We kunnen er
gewoon doorheen lopen,” zei de moeder van Piet. “Ja maar, het water is te
koud,” zei Piet. “En er zitten misschien wel krokodillen in,” zei Tom. “Nou.
Wij dragen jullie wel,” zei de moeder van Piet. “En jullie kunnen jullie
varkens dragen,” zei de moeder van Tom.
After a while the path suddenly came to an end and they were standing in front
of a stream, but there was no bridge! “How are we going to cross it,” asked
Pete. “We can just wade through”, said Pete’s mother “Yes, but the water is too
cold”, said Pete. “And there might be crocodiles in the water” said Tom. “Well,
we’ll carry you,” said Pete’s mother, “And you can carry your pigs,” said
Tom’s mother.

storyteller:

En dus droeg Toms moeder Tom en droeg Piets moeder Piet. En zo staken ze
het riviertje over. Het konijn keek toe vanuit het bos. Drakie, kun je iets
vertellen over dit verhaaltje?
And thus Tom’s mother carried Tom and Pete’s mother carried Pete. And this
way they crossed the stream. The rabbit looked on from the forest. Drakie, can
you tell us something about this story?

puppet:

De moeder van Tom droeg elke jongen. (for EDAF)
Tom’s mother carried each boy.
De moeder van Tom droeg iedere jongen. (for IDAF)
Tom’s mother carried every boy.

child:

Nee, dat klopt niet.
No, that’s not right.

storyteller:

Nu moest ook het konijn het riviertje nog oversteken. Hij was te klein om door
het water te lopen, maar gelukkig was hij zork. Dus liet hij zijn benen lang
groeien...
Now the rabbit also had to cross the stream. He was too small to walk through
the water, but fortunately he was zork. So he let his legs grow long…

(EDAF/IDAF)
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storyteller:

…..en zo stak het konijn het riviertje over.
….. and this is how the rabbit crossed the stream.

storyteller:

Van die lange wandeling hebben ze honger gekregen. De moeder van Tom
heeft allerlei lekker eten meegenomen: taart, brood, ijsjes, wortels, bananen en
snoepjes.
The long walk has made them all hungry. Tom’s mother has brought a lot of
nice food: cake, bread, ice-cream, carrots, bananas and sweets.
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storyteller:

Tom en Piet wilde graag taart...Dus gaf Toms moeder Tom een stukje taart, en
gaf Piets moeder Piet een stukje taart.
Tom and Pete wanted to eat some cake… And so Tom’s mother gave Tom a
piece of cake, and Pete’s mother gave Pete a piece of cake.

puppet:

Elke moeder gaf haar zoon een stukje taart. (for EBVT)
Each mother gave her son a piece of cake.
Iedere moeder gaf haar zoon een stukje taart. (for IBVT)
Every mother gave her son a piece of cake.

child:

Ja, dat klopt. (EBVT/IBVT)
Yes, that’s right.

storyteller:

Na het eten doen de varkens en het konijn een wedstrijdje, om te kijken wie er
het snelste kan rennen.
After the meal the pigs and the rabbit are doing a race, to see who can run the
fastest.
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storyteller:

De varkens kwamen als eerst binnen bij de finish.
The pigs finished first.

storyteller:

Tom was zo blij dat hij zijn eigen varken een kus gaf.
Tom was so happy that kissed his own pig.

storyteller:

En daarna gaf Tom ook het varken van Piet een kus. Oke, Drakie...
And then Tom also kissed Pete’s pig. Ok Drakie….
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puppet:

Elke jongen kuste zijn varken.
Each boy kissed his pig.
Iedere jongen kuste zijn varken.
Every boy kissed his pig.

(for EBVF)
(for IBVF)

child:

Nee, dat klopt niet. (EBVF/IBVF)
No, that’s not right.

storyteller:

Probeer het nog een keer.
Try again.

puppet:

Elke jongen heeft het konijn gekust.
Every boy kissed the rabbit.

child:

Nee, dat klopt niet.
No, that’s not right.

storyteller:

Probeer het nog een keer.
Try again.

puppet:

Tom heeft allebei de varkens gekust.
Tom kissed both pigs.

child:

Ja, dat klopt. (T3)
Yes, that’s right.

storyteller:

Tom en Piet vroegen of hun moeders de varkens ook een kus wilden geven.
Maar dat wilden ze niet.
Tom and Pete asked whether their mothers would also kiss the pigs. But they
did not want to.

(F3)
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storyteller:

Toen zei de moeder van Piet, “Maar ik wil jou wel een kus geven”, en toen
kuste ze Piet”. En de moeder van Tom gaf Tom ook een kus. Drakie, kun je iets
vertellen over dit verhaaltje?
Then Pete’s mother said: “But I do want to kiss you”, and then she kissed
Pete”. And Tom’s mother also kissed Tom. Drakie, can you tell us what
happened?

puppet:

Tom en Piet waren blij…
Tom and Pete were happy…
Zijn moeder kuste elke jongen.
His mother kissed each boy.
Zijn moeder kuste iedere jongen.
His mother kissed every boy.

(for EWCO)
(for IWCO)

(EWCO/IWCO)

child:

Nee, dat klopt niet.
No, that’s wrong.

storyteller:

Dan zien Tom en Piet drie tieners. “Laten we een wedstrijdje met hen gaan
doen,” zegt Tom. “Nou weet je wat,” zegt de moeder van Piet tegen Piet, “Als
je wint, dan geef ik jouw varken een kus.” En de moeder van Tom zegt ook
tegen Tom: “Als je wint, dan geef ik je varken een kus.”
Then Tom and Pete see three teenagers. “Let’s race against them”, says Tom.
“Well, you know what,” says Pete’s mother to Pete, “If you win, then I will
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kiss your pig”. And Tom’s mother also said to Tom: “If you win, I will kiss
your pig.”

storyteller:

De jongens beginnen met de wedstrijd en rennen zo hard als ze kunnen. Eerst
lijkt het alsof de tieners gaan winnen, maar vlak voor het einde halen Tom en
Piet ze in.
The boys start the race and they all run as fast as they can. First it seems as
though the teenagers are going to win, but just before the end Tom and Pete
catch up with them.

storyteller:

Piet komt als eerste binnen bij de finish en dus gaf de moeder van Piet een kus
aan het varken van Piet.
Pete arrives at the finish line first and so Pete’s mother kisses Pete’s pig.
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storyteller:

Tom komt als tweede binnen bij de finish en dus gaf de moeder van Tom een
kus aan het varken van Tom. Oké, Drakie, kun je iets vertellen over dit
verhaaltje?
Tom finishes second, and so Tom’s mother kisses Tom’s pig. Ok Drakie, can
you tell us something about this story?

puppet:

Even zien...Tom en Piet hebben gewonnen...Ik weet het..
Let’s see… Tom and Pete won.. I know…
Toen elke jongen binnenkwam, kuste zijn moeder een varken (for EZ)
When each boy finished, his mother kissed a pig.
Zijn moeder kuste een varken, toen elke jongen binnenkwam (for ZE)
His mother kissed a pig, when each boy finished.
Toen iedere jongen binnenkwam, kuste zijn moeder een varken (for IZ)
When every boy finished, his mother kissed a pig.
Zijn moeder kuste een varken, toen iedere jongen binnenkwam (for ZI)
His mother kissed a pig, when every boy entered.

child:

Ja, dat klopt. (EZ/ZE/IZ/ZI)
Yes, that’s right.

